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Chapter 6

A Holistic Theory of Evolution

In modern scientific man, evolution is at last becoming conscious of itself.
Julian Huxley

hen the word evolution is used in society today, people think particularly of the
biological evolution of the species, described by Charles Darwin in On The Or-
igin of Species by Means of Natural Selection with its alternative title The Preser-

vation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. This first edition was published in 1859 with
five further editions, the last coming out in 1872, when the short title was changed to The Or-
igin of Species.1

However, Darwin’s theory of
evolution is not the only way of
viewing evolutionary processes.
For instance, the editors of the
What is Enlightenment? magazine,
led by Andrew Cohen, devoted
their January-March 2007 issue to
the theme ‘The Mystery of Evolu-
tion: A spiritual & scientific explo-
ration of where we came from and
where we’re headed’. In an article
titled ‘The Real Evolution De-
bate’, they presented a spectrum of
scientific and spiritual views of
evolution, displayed in Fig-
ure 6.1.2

This article points out that
many scientists, philosophers, and spiritual leaders have attempted to explain evolutionary

W

 Figure 6.1: Scientific and spiritual views of evolution
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processes over the years. The core idea of the integralists, for instance, endeavouring to unify
science and spirituality, is: “Evolution is a holistic process that includes both objective and
subjective dimensions of reality as it moves toward greater exterior complexity of form and
greater interior depth of consciousness.”3

Yet, nowhere in the magazine is Jan Christiaan Smuts mentioned, the man who coined
the word holistic from Greek olos ‘whole’, from PIE base *sol ‘whole’, also the root of safe, cath-
olic, salubrious, saviour, and solid, among other words. In contrast, whole derives from an Old
High German word heil, cognate with heilida ‘health’ and heilag ‘holy’, from PIE base kailo-
‘whole, uninjured, of good omen’. It seems that it is just a happy coincidence that the PIE
bases for healthy and holistic are different.

Smuts coined holistic in Holism and Evolution, written in 1926, shortly after J. B. M. Hert-
zog, leader of the National Party, defeated him at a general election. Before writing this sem-
inal book, Smuts (1870-1950) was the second prime minister of the Union of South Africa, as
the leader of the South Africa Party. Smuts, a man of many contradictions, had been a bril-
liant scholar in his early life in the natural sciences, the arts, and the law, and took the oppor-
tunity of comparative leisure to describe the scientific philosophy that guided his life.4 “After
Einstein studied Holism and Evolution soon upon its publication, he wrote that two mental
constructs will direct human thinking in the next millennium, his own mental construct of
relativity and Smuts’ of holism.”5

In the Preface to Holism, Smuts highlighted a factor in the physical and biological sciences
that he felt had been neglected. As he said:

This factor, called Holism in the sequel, underlies the synthetic tendency in the universe, and is the
principle which makes for the origin and progress of wholes in the universe. An attempt is made to
show that this whole-making or holistic tendency is fundamental in nature, that it has a well-marked
ascertainable character, and that Evolution is nothing but the gradual development and stratification of
progressive series of wholes, stretching from the inorganic beginnings to the highest levels of spiritual
creation.”6 
In summary, “The whole-making, holistic tendency, or Holism, operating in and through

particular wholes, is seen in all stages of existence, and is by no means confined to the biolog-
ical domain to which science has hitherto restricted it. … Wholeness is the most characteristic
expression of the nature of the universe in its forward movement in time. It marks the line of
evolutionary progress. And Holism is the inner driving force behind that progress.”7

Indeed, except that Holism acts more in the vertical than the horizontal dimension of time
through the integrating power of the Logos. Although Smuts fought against the British in the
Boer war, famously jailed Mohandas Gandhi in 1908, organized the Royal Air Force in the
First World War, and was a British Field Marshall in the Second, he constantly sought unity
and wholeness, being the only person to sign the charters of both the League of Nations and
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the United Nations, having previously signed the peace treaties that brought the two World
Wars to an end, the only person to be a signatory of both. He was also a firm advocate of the
British Commonwealth of independent nations, including South Africa.8

Of course, the Internet and global economy are also manifestations of this natural, con-
vergent, holistic tendency, counteracting the predominant divergent mode of evolution,
which has led to specialism and fragmented, split minds, unable to see the Big Picture. So
drawing inspiration from the Internet, as we are now looking at the Universe as an informa-
tion system—in terms of structure, form, relationships and meaning—we can see how to cre-
ate a holistic theory of evolution.

But evolution did not begin with the first forms of life about four billion years ago and did
not end with the birth of Homo sapiens sapiens some 200,000 years ago. The formation of
both small and large physical structures, which produced the elements, our solar system, and
all the other stars and galaxies, studied by particle physicists and astronomers, is also an evo-
lutionary process. As is human learning, and when we are conscious of how we learn, we can
develop a comprehensive theory of evolution, which can explain our origin as a species and
tell us where we are all rushing at ever-increasing rates of change.

We can thus answer Paul Gauguin’s questions, “D’où venons-nous? Que sommes-nous? Où
allons-nous?”, ‘Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?’, illustrated
by his famous painting of that name, depicted in Figure 6.2.

The man who showed us most clearly where we are all going was Pierre Teilhard de Char-
din, who saw that all the diverse streams of evolution are converging on what he called the
Omega Point. In his book The Human Phenomenon, he distinguished four major stages of
evolution from beginning to end called ‘Prelife’, ‘Life’, ‘Thought’, and ‘Superlife’, each stage
and transition phase between the stages being much shorter than the previous ones because

 Figure 6.2: Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?
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of the accelerating pace of evolution, illustrated in Table 6.1, where ‘m’ is millions of years
The first three stages of the overall process of cosmogenesis or hologenesis9 of the past four-
teen billion years were the evolution of matter and the physical universe, of forms of life, and
of concepts in the mind, which we can call hologenesis, biomorphogenesis, and noogenesis,
respectively. Narrowing the focus of our attention, the transition between the second and
third stage took place during the comparatively peaceful age of the Great Mother,10 briefly
described in Chapter 10, ‘Entering Paradise’ on page 761, coming to an end about 5,000
years ago11 with the birth of history, marked in the West by the mythical Garden of Eden.

During the patriarchal, mental-egoic age (me-epoch) that followed, described in some de-
tail in Chapter 11, ‘The Evolution of the Mind’ on page 783, some twenty major civilizations
have been born,12 most naturally dying in the course of time, as we see in Figure 6.16, ‘Time-
line of major civilizations’ on page 568. This includes Western civilization, which today
dominates the world through the global economy. In turn, this great civilization is now dying
because it is based on the false assumption that we human beings are separate from God, Na-
ture, and each other, when the truth is that we are in gnostic union with the Divine at every
instant of our lives.

It is now crystal clear that we are entering the fourth and final stage of evolution in general
and the third and final stage of human evolution, as illustrated in Figure III.1, ‘The three
stages of human phylogeny’ on page 756. As evolution changes from a predominantly diver-
gent mode to a convergent one, the war-ridden, self-centred epoch is being transformed into
a holistic, wisdom society, which is emerging very fast because evolution is an accumulative
process that has been accelerating exponentially for fourteen billion years and has now
reached mind-shattering speeds—literally, as we explore further in Chapter 12, ‘The Crisis of
the Mind’ on page 989 and Chapter 13, ‘The Prospects for Humanity’ on page 1027.

However, there are actually many factors that prevent us from reaching evolution’s glori-
ous culmination. One of these is our lack of understanding of the orders of magnitude of the
exponential series. In Teilhard’s evolutionary model, the first three major stages of evolution

Evolutionary stages, years ago Transition phases, years ago
Teilhard Type Context Start End Duration Start End Duration

Prelife Physical Hylosphere 14,000 m 4,500 m 9,500 m
4,500 m 3,500 m 1,000 m

Life Biological Biosphere 3,500 m 25,000 3,500 m
25,000 5,000 20,000

Thought Noological Noosphere 5,000 50 5,000
50 -50 100

Superlife Spiritual Numinosphere -50 -300 250

 Table 6.1: Teilhard’s four-stage model of evolution from Alpha to Omega and back again
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began some 14 billion, 3.5 billion, and 5,000 years ago. They are of rapidly decreasing duration
because of the accumulative nature of evolutionary processes. But they lack detail and cannot
directly be expressed as an exponential series in mathematics, the language of science. So we
shall first look at some of the surprising characteristics of the exponential series.

Another inhibiting factor is our limited sense of time, which is reflected in the calendars
of the world, with the notable exception of the Hindu and Mayan calendars. So we shall look
at some of these, which will lead us into an exponential timeline that we can map on to some
of the major turning points in evolution, showing that we are currently passing through the
most momentous turning point in fourteen billion years of evolution.

Taxonomic considerations
Even though the evolution of the species has been progressing for some 3.5 billion years and
noogenesis has been under way for some 25,000 years, it was not until 1735 that evolution be-
gan to help us human beings bring a sense of order to all the beautiful diversity that we see in
the world around us. It was in this year that Carl Linnæus13 from Sweden published his sem-
inal Systema Naturae14 during a stay in the Netherlands. In it, he outlined his ideas for the
hierarchical classification of the natural world, dividing it into the animal kingdom (Regnum
animale), the plant kingdom (Regnum vegetabile), and the mineral kingdom (Regnum lapide-
um).

In dividing Nature into three kingdoms, Linnaeus was implicitly using Integral Relational
Logic at a very high level of abstraction, intuitively using defining attributes to distinguish the
differences. Linnaeus also defined some narrower terms for classifying the natural world:
class, order, genus, and species, to which were later added phylum or division, between king-
dom and class, and family, between order and genus.15

The defining attributes that Linnaeus used in his system were morphological, based on the
similarities and differences in the forms that he observed. However, distinguishing different
flowers from the colour of their petals, for instance, is not very useful. Rather he used a sexual
system in classifying the plants. He put plants with nine stamens and one pistil into a single
class, using an analogy with the bedroom: “Nine men in the same bride’s chamber, with one
woman”.16 During the thirty-five years after the first edition, which had just eleven pages,
thirteen editions were published, the last posthumously, consisting of some 3,000 pages.

The tenth edition published in 1758 marked an important milestone. First, whales, which
had previously been classified as fish, were classified as mammals. But more importantly, this
was the first edition when the binomial system of naming the species was introduced based
on genus and species, like Canis lupus for the common wolf. A trinomial system is used for
subspecies, such as Canis lupus occidentalis for the northern timber wolf, illustrated in
Table 2.17, “Biological classification,” on page 205.
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Linnaeus thus introduced taxonomy as the science of classification, well demonstrating the
immense power of IRL in organizing our ideas. Taxonomy was actually coined in French in
1813 by A. P. de Candolle17 from Greek taxis ‘arrangement, order’ and nomia ‘distribution,
method’, from nomos ‘custom, law’, from nemein ‘manage, control, arrange, assign’. So as-
tronomy is an arrangement of the stars and economy is the management of the household. Sim-
ilarly, taxonomy is an arrangement of an arrangement, today either meaning classification, in
general, or specifically, the systematic classification of living organisms. As we saw in Part I,
IRL, as an egalitarian generalization of all classification methods, is a commonsensical way of
bringing universal order to all our ideas and experiences.

In taxonomy as applied to living organisms, a taxon is a category or group, such as a phy-
lum, order, family, genus, or species, a hierarchical generalization structure of broader/nar-
rower terms in IRL. Taxonomists have found that seven basic taxa were not sufficient for their
purpose. They have introduced legion and cohort between class and order and tribe and alli-
ance between family and genus. But even this was not enough to classify all the levels of sim-
ilarities and differences that they could observe. Taxonomists needed broader and narrower
terms of the basic taxa, such as superclass and superfamily and subfamily and subspecies. So
today, there are around thirty-five ranks of taxa in biology, although both the framework and
its application are still evolving as new similarities and distinctions are made using various de-
fining attributes in IRL.

For instance, the 50,000 species of fungi were originally classified as plants, but “because
they lack chlorophyll and the organized plant structure of stems, roots, and leaves, they are
now considered to constitute a separate kingdom.”18 But adding fungi as a kingdom and
dropping minerals from Linnaeus’ three kingdoms, because minerals are the subject of min-
eralogy not biology, is not enough to classify all living organisms. There are a multitude of
bacteria and other microorganisms that do not fit into this general scheme. So taxonomists
today generally use a five- or six-kingdom structure, depending on the defining attributes in
IRL that are used to differentiate these groups: Animalia, Plantae, Fungi, Protista, and
Prokaryota or Monera, introduced in 1968 and used in the UK and Australia, or Animalia,
Plantae, Fungi, Protista, Archaea, and Eubacteria, introduced in 1980 and used in American
textbooks.19

In 1990, Carl Woese then introduced the concept of domain as a group of kingdoms,
lumping together all organisms that contain cells with a nucleus within a membrane, called
eukaryotes, such as Animalia, Plantae, and Fungi, to distinguish them from prokaryotes, cells
that lack a membrane.20 He then divided the prokaryotes into two domains, Bacteria and Ar-
chaea to give a three-domain system. So there are many ways of applying IRL in taxonomy,
with no right or wrong way. How this is done at any one point in the evolution of human
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learning depends on which defining attributes are used and the context or scientific theory in
which similarities and differences are being interpreted.

But even then there are fuzzy edges on the borders of classification, in biology as in general.
For instance, what does one do with the viruses? These organisms contain nucleic acid, either
DNA or RNA, as genetic information, but are not self-reproducing and do not have cells.
However, they evolve by natural selection. So are they living organisms or not? The biologists
do not know how to answer this question because they do not recognize the existence of Life
arising directly from our Divine Source.21

Inspired by Carl Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae, taxonomists classify the millions of extant
species in a hierarchical fashion in a snapshot in time.22 But, as Arthur Koestler pointed out,
hierarchical structures also exist through time in an evolutionary fashion,23 for it doesn’t mat-
ter in which way we slice the cake, the same underlying patterns are there wherever we look.
This evolutionary perspective has a somewhat complicated taxonomy, which we need to clar-
ify if we are to understand the evolutionary influences on our lives and so wake up to what is
happening to our species at the present time.

We can begin with ontogeny or ontogenesis, ‘the origin and development of the individual
living being from embryo to adult’ from Greek einai ‘to be’, and phylogeny or phylogenesis,
‘the genesis and evolution of the phylum, tribe, or species’ from Greek phulun ‘race, phylum’.
There is a strong connection between ontogeny and phylogeny, for as noted in the Microscop-
ic Journal in 1872, “‘The ontogeny of every organism repeats in brief … its phylogeny’, i.e.
the individual development of every organism … repeats approximately the development of
its race.”24 In other words, in normal circumstances, ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, a
phrase introduced by Ernst Haeckel in 1866.25 But when new species emerge, individuals de-
velop characteristics that are different from their parents. When a critical mass of such indi-
viduals emerges, this is the birth of a new species and phylogeny recapitulates ontogeny.

Normal science is an example of ontogeny recapitulating phylogeny, within the species we
can call Homo divisionis. We must bear this in mind when interpreting conventional theories
of evolution. For Homo divinus, recognizing the existence of Life within the overall context
of Consciousness, looks at evolution in a radically new way, which is the essence of the scien-
tific revolution taking place today.

We can see from these definitions of ontogeny and phylogeny that there is an overlap be-
tween them, which is not always made clear. First, ontogeny and phylogeny are concerned
with the development of a particular individual or species, respectively. In the case of ontog-
eny, this is described in the individual’s biography from conception and birth to death. Sim-
ilarly, phylogeny can be seen as the biography of a species from birth to death, describing the
succession of individuals’ lives as they themselves pass from birth to death. In human terms,
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such studies are the subject of family history, as individuals seek information on their parents,
grandparents, great grandparents, and so on.

So the phylogeny of a species is actually a succession of ontogenies. Similarly, the phylog-
eny of a genus can be seen as the succession of specific phylogenies. But phylogeny applies to
any level of taxa. So the phylogeny of a family, in taxonomic terms, can be seen as the succes-
sion of generic phylogenies and so on. In general, the phylogeny of all forms of life is the suc-
cession of the phylogenies of all taxonomic ranks. So what patterns can we see at all these
different levels of development?

Well, if we begin with the evolution of the human race,
each of us has two parents and each of them had two par-
ents, and so on and so forth. If we go back 30 generations,
about 900 years, it would appear that we would have had
1,073,741,824 (230) ancestors around 1100. But in year 1000,
there were just 300 million people on Earth,26 which we
need to compare with 8 billion, the number of ancestors
that we supposedly had at that time. The difference, of
course, is that cousins, fifth cousins, seventeenth cousins
three times removed, and so on, marry and/or copulate and
have children. So while it would appear that family-tree
structures are hierarchical, both backwards and forwards in time, as tree indicates, mathemat-
ically they are actually directed acyclical graphs (DAG), like Figure 6.3.27 In other words,
there is a flow between the nodes in one direction, which does not flow back on itself to form
cycles. Such DAGs are useful in other fields, such as dataflow programming languages used
in investment banking.28 DAGs are thus special cases of the underlying structure of the Uni-
verse, which is cyclical and not directed.

Because we are all cousins of each other in some way, the question then arises do we have
a single ancestor in common? In evolution theory, such an ancestor is called a last common
ancestor (LCA) or most recent common ancestor (MRCA). Both these terms can be used in
both ontogeny and phylogeny, as well as in other fields, such as linguistics. It helps to differ-
entiate them by using MRCA in ontogeny and LCA in phylogeny, the latter also being called
concestor by Richard Dawkins at the suggestion of Nicky Warren.29

So do we human beings have an MRCA? Well, let us look at a simple example, the seven
reigning monarchs in Western Europe: Harald, King of Norway; Carl XVI Gustav, King of
Sweden; Mergrethe II, Queen of Denmark; Elizabeth II, Queen of England (and other coun-
tries); Beatrix, Queen of Netherlands; Baudouin I, King of the Belgians; and Juan Carlos,
King of Spain. Harald, Carl Gustav, Mergrethe, Elizabeth, and Juan Carlos are all descend-
ents of Queen Victoria of England (1891-1901) and Albert (1819-1861), while Harold, Mer-

 Figure 6.3: A directed acyclical graph
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grethe, Elizabeth, and Baudouin are all descendents of King Christian IX of Denmark (1818-
1906) and Louise (1817-1898). But we need to go back to George II of England (1683-1760)
and Caroline (1683-1737) to find the MRCA for all these monarchs.

A similar situation probably applies to Homo sapiens as a whole. While it might be possible
for an MRCA to exist for a finite section of the population, it is most probable that we are
collectively descendents of a group of a few pioneering individuals as Homo sapiens emerged
as a viable species. This is rather like the way that these seven reigning monarchs were de-
scended from Victoria and Christian, who lived almost identical timespans. Furthermore,
these pioneering ancestors of Homo sapiens were probably not the total population. It is quite
possible that some of them did not have a line of descendents to the present day, for lines die
out.

To complete this section on taxonomic considerations, we must now turn our attention
to phylogeny. When Linnaeus began his mammoth project to classify all forms of life, he did
so using morphological characteristics at the macro level as defining attributes in IRL. Mor-
phology is primarily concerned with anatomical features that are visible to the naked eye or
with a conventional light microscope, with the way an organism develops, and with it’s be-
haviour. The assumption is that the larger the number of shared structures, the more closely
related are the organisms.30 Morphology gives rise to phenotypes, from the Greek pheno
‘shining’, from phenein ‘to show, bring to light, appear’. A phenotype is “A type of organism
distinguishable from others by observable features.”31

Examples of phenotypes are animals that have a backbone, have four limbs, have embryos
that are protected by membranes, suckle their young, are warm-blooded, and have wings. The
first two characteristics divide the phylum Chordata into the subphylum Vertebrata and oth-
er subphyla, and divide the subphylum Vertebrata into the superclass Tetrapoda and other
superclasses, which include fish. The third characteristic is classified as Amniota, but which
is unranked in taxonomy. If it were, it would be between superclass and class. The fourth
characteristic leads to class Mammalia, animals “characterized by the presence of sweat
glands, including sweat glands modified for milk production, hair, three middle ear bones
used in hearing, and a neocortex region in the brain”.32

All these characteristics can be organized into hierarchical structures that lead to an LCA.
But things get more complicated with the last two examples. The warm-blooded animals (en-
dotherms) are mammals and birds, which have Amniota as a common ancestor, but which
was cold-blooded (an ectotherm), as are the reptiles. So endothermic characteristics evolved
independently in mammals and birds. Similarly, insects, birds, pterosaurs, and bats all have
or had wings, and so could fly although they evolved in quite different ways.33

As always, the Principle of Unity, the fundamental design principle of the Universe, helps
us to understand what is going on here. Those phenotypes with a clearly defined LCA or con-
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cestor are called homologous, while characteristics that evolved independently are analogous
or homoplastic. This situation leads us to the opposite of the phenotype, which is concerned
with the macro characteristics of organisms, to the genotype, focused on micro characteristics.

We now come to genetics, the scientific study of heredity. Gregor Mendel, an Austrian
Augustinian monk in what is now Brno in the Czech Republic, is today credited as the found-
er of genetics. In 1856, three years before the publication of Darwin’s On the Origin of Species,
Mendel began an extensive study of the peas in the garden of his monastery. He began his
studies by wondering why peas were coloured either yellow or green with nothing in between.
How were these traits inherited from their parents?

After several years of painstaking experimentation, Mendel realized that there is a gene for
pea colour that has two alleles, from Greek allel ‘one another’, one each for yellow and green
peas, using modern terminology. An offspring inherits one allele in the gamete of each parent.
In the case of pea colour, Mendel also discovered that the yellow allele is dominant, green
being recessive; a pea will only inherit a green colour if both alleles are green. So if both par-
ents have both a yellow and green allele, there is a 75% chance that their offspring will be
yellow. This result is also dependent on another result that Mendel discovered: which allele
is inherited from each parent is completely random; there is no preference in the selection
process.

These experiments gave rise to two fundamental principles or laws: (1) Law of Segregation,
“Each parent has a pair of genes (alleles) for traits such as pea colour and flower colour, but
each gamete (egg or sperm) has only one of two versions” and (2) Law of Independent As-
sortment, “During the formation of gametes, chromosomes and the genes they carry are dis-
tributed randomly.”34 The major consequences of this second law is that when all genes on
all chromosomes are taken into consideration, the chances that two offspring will have the
same set of genes is highly improbable. Whatever characteristics we might share with each
other, we are all unique beings.

Mendel published his two genetic laws and the results of the experiments on which these
laws were based in 1866. But his ideas were almost completely ignored during his lifetime,
perhaps because he was made abbot of his monastery two years later more focused on his re-
ligious duties than his scientific interests. It was not until 1900 that three other European bot-
anists, Carl Erich Correns, Erich Tschermak von Seysenegg, and Hugo de Vries,
independently obtained results similar to Mendel’s and in searching the literature found that
both the experimental data and the general theory had been published thirty-four years pre-
viously.35

The discovery of the basic structure of the DNA molecule in 1953 by Crick and Watson
led to a detailed explanation of how genetic information is passed from one generation to an-
other. This has led to the widespread belief that the genotype influences the phenotype,36
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which naturally affects the way that the species are classified. The focus of attention today is
more on the similarities and differences in the genes of the various species than on their mor-
phology and behaviour.

This has given rise to the notion that each level in the taxonomy of the species has a tem-
poral aspect, representing the time when the evolution of the species split into different lines,
each with a common ancestor. Taxonomy has thus become the science of cladistics, from the
Greek klados ‘branch’. A clade is then “a taxonomic group comprising a single common an-
cestor and all the descendants of that ancestor”.37 Not all dictionaries agree on the second de-
fining attribute for a clade. For instance, the OED defines clade in this simple way: “A group
of organisms that have evolved from a common ancestor.”38

The introduction of clades has rather complicated the taxonomy of the species, not the
least because the assumptions that underlie cladistics can affect the way that biologists and
anthropologists interpret the evidence that is rapidly increasing as new discoveries are made.
Most importantly, cladistics, based solely on phylogenetic considerations, leads to a divergent
view of evolution, ignoring its convergent tendencies. This is symptomatic of postmodern-
ism, which denies the possibility of a grand narrative that heals the fragmented, split mind in
Wholeness, or the existence of the Absolute, which underlies and encompasses everything
there is.

In many cases clades, based on genotypical considerations, correspond to taxa or grades,
based on phenotypes, but not in all. A major casualty is the class Pisces, for all fish species do
not fit neatly into a clade that includes them all and excludes all species that are not fish.39

Class Reptilia is not a clade because it does not include class Aves, the birds, which have a
common ancestor with lizards and crocodiles. One way round this problem is to use the term
Sauropsida as the clade that includes both the reptiles and birds. Sauropsida was the second
of the three primary groups of Vertebrata in T. H. Huxley’s Classification of the Animals pub-
lished in 1870, the other categories being Ichthyopsida, fishes and amphibians, and Mamma-
lia.40

In summary, when the taxonomy of both phenotypes and genotypes match, the clade is
called monophyletic, such as classes Mammalia and Aves. If a clade includes some, but not
all its descendents, like class Reptilia, it is paraphyletic. Reptilia are the clade Sauropsida mi-
nus the clade Aves. A defining attribute, such as warm-blooded, can lead to a polyphyletic
group, having evolved independently of genetic considerations. Endotherms thus consist of
class Mammalia plus class Aves.41 It seems that taxonomists today favour monophyletic struc-
tures, disparaging paraphyletic and polyphyletic ones, for these do not fit in well with their
one-sided view of evolutionary processes.

What this suggests is that a molecular view of evolution cannot provide the foundation for
a general theory of evolution. The DNA molecule consists of a double helix of strings of nu-
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cleic acids, purines (adenine, A, and guanines, G) and pyrimidines (cytosine, C, and thymine,
T), A matching with T and G with C in the helix. These nucleotide bases are grouped in
threes to form 64 (43) codons, which match the 20 amino acids contained in proteins (the
genetic code), depicted in Table 5.1 on page 516 in Chapter 5, ‘An Integral Science of Cau-
sality’.

Actually, these codons are grouped together to form genes in several chromosomes in any
one species. For instance, we human beings have about one billion codons in 46 chromo-
somes consisting of about 27,000 genes. As an example taken from the human genome pro-
ject, EYCL1 is the gene (allele?) for green/blue eye colour, coded in positions 870 to 2,569 on
the 19th chromosome.42 But can the actions of 20 amino acids explain the whole of human
behaviour? Of course not, any more than the particle physicists engaged in the 4.4 billion-
dollar experiment at CERN, begun on 10th September 2008, can explain how the Universe
originated or is designed.

As an example, when two gametes, each with a single haploid, one of a pair of a set of chro-
mosomes, unite in fertilization, the result is a single-cell zygote containing genetic informa-
tion from both parents. The zygote then begins to split into two, four, and eight similar cells
to form a morula, from the Latin morum ‘mulberry’ rather like a blackberry. Then something
magical happens in the human embryo around five days after conception. Although every cell
contains the same genetic information, some cells form different characteristics from others
to form a blastocyst, as Figure 6.4 illustrates.

How is this possible? In general, all cells, whether they be bone cells, brain cells, heart cells,
skin cells, or whatever, contain the same genetic information. As Richard Dawkins says, “Skin
cells have the same genes as bone cells, but different genes are switched on in the two tissues.

 Figure 6.4: Blastocyst development
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… Genes …  behave as if they ‘know’ where they are’. … There are formidable difficulties in
working out how they ‘know’.”43

We can begin to resolve these difficulties by noting that human learning is evolutionary.
So if we are to develop a comprehensive theory of evolution that embraces all developmental
processes, the fundamental principles that apply in the noosphere must also apply in the bio-
sphere. So to understand how human beings entered Paradise thousands of years ago and how
we can today return Home to Paradise, we can only do so by understanding the evolutionary
processes that cause us to behave as we do through self-inquiry. Any theory developed by sci-
entists who do not fully know themselves must be open to doubt, for the mystics are the true
scientists.

In studying where we human beings have come from, we should not therefore forget that
Consciousness is all there is and that everything in the relativistic world of form is simply an
appearance in or abstraction from Consciousness. By the Principle of Unity, as well as mech-
anistic processes in the horizontal dimension of time, studied by the atheistic scientists, we
need to include the creative power of Life, acting in the vertical dimension of time in the Eter-
nal Now, in our evolutionary theories. For as John said in the opening words of his gospel,
“In the beginning was the Logos [as the organizing principle of Life], and the Logos was with
God, and the Logos was God.”

Exponential growth

But what does it mean to reach the Omega point of evolution? Well, perhaps a little mathe-
matics could shed some light on this visionary experience. The mathematical function that
describes accumulative processes, such as evolution, is the exponential one, expressed as ex,
where e is the exponential constant, 2.71828. Now this function has some interesting proper-
ties. The rate at which it changes accelerates exponentially and the rate at which acceleration
accelerates also accelerates exponentially, and so on. The exponential function thus describes
the amazing rate at which evolutionary change can occur through the power of synergy, when
new relationships are created out of ‘nothing’.

Now, because the accumulative processes of evolution accelerate exponentially, the time
periods between successive significant turning points diminish exponentially; greater and
greater changes happen in less and less time, as we have been witnessing in the hyperexponen-
tial expansion of the Internet during the past couple of decades. This phenomenon is most
simply depicted in a geometric series of distinct terms, diminishing from a by a constant fac-
tor, let us say r, where r>1. Now, an infinite series of such terms does not diverge to infinity—
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as would be the case if r is equal to or less than one—but converges to a finite limit, which
we can call a mathematical singularity, expressible in this formula:

For instance, when a = 1 and r = 2, we have:

It was David Attenborough’s enthralling television series Life on Earth, broadcast in 1979,
which graphically brought the exponential rate of evolutionary change to my attention. It is
now some 3.6 billion years since the first self-reproducing forms of life appeared on this plan-
et. So if we consider 10 million years to be a day, we can map the whole of evolution on this
planet to the days of the year.58 Table 6.2 illustrates what this means for various periods of
time.

This model was made very real to me when I took my children to the Natural History
Museum in London in the early 1980s, when they were about eleven and eight years of age.
The first two exhibits we saw there were a fossilized tree trunk, some 300 million years old,
in the grounds, and a dinosaur skeleton, in the entrance hall.

Using Attenborough’s model, if we are now at midnight on 31st December, these two ex-
hibits were alive at the beginning of December and during the week before Christmas. Table
6.3 shows a number of other significant evolutionary events, indicating how rapidly evolution
is now speeding up.

Day Hour Second 10th second 100th second
Years 416,667 6,944 116 12 1

 Table 6.2: Mapping evolutionary years on Earth to one calendar year
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The industrial revolution began two seconds before midnight, the computer was invented
half a second ago, and the World Wide Web was set up just eighteen hundredths of a second
before the start of the New Year, changing all our lives in what Marshall McLuhan (1911–
1980) presciently called the ‘Global Village’ in the early 1960s.

Peter Russell provides a similar metaphor in The White Hole in Time59 and its sequel Wak-
ing up in Time. He uses the 108 floors of the 400-metre-high former World Trade Center in
New York as a measuring stick for evolution since the formation of the Earth some 4.6 billion
years ago.60

Using this metaphor, the first living cells appeared on the twenty-fifth floor, “photosyn-
thesis evolved around the fiftieth floor, and bacteria that breathed oxygen came another ten
floors later—more than halfway up.”61 Dinosaurs reached floors 104 to 107 and mammals ar-
rived on the top floor. And the time since the first scientific revolution is less than the thick-
ness of the layer of paint on the ceiling of the top floor. In The Awakening Earth62 and its
sequel The Global Brain Awakens, Peter extends his view of evolution still further back.63 To
get a complete picture, we need to look at evolution as starting from the most recent big bang,
some fourteen billion years ago.

To understand this rapidly changing situation, we need to see evolution as an accumula-
tive process of divergence and convergence that proceeds in an accelerating, exponential fash-
ion by synergistically creating wholes that are greater than the sum of the preceding wholes
through the new relationships that are formed, apparently out of nothing. And the mathe-
matical structure that most simply illustrates accumulative processes is the exponential series.

Date and time Event
1 January First single-cell organisms
Middle August First multicellular organisms
End September Sexual reproduction
End November Fish, land plants, and reptiles emerged
10 December Dinosaurs and mammals appeared
25 December Dinosaurs disappeared in a cataclysmic catastrophe
26 December First primates
30 December, 12:00 Great apes appeared
31 December, 09:00 First hominids
31 December, 19:00 First humans appeared
31 December, 23:30 Homo sapiens
31 December, 23:56 Great Mother Goddess epoch began
31 December, 23:59:15 Birth of history and the Fall

 Table 6.3: The accelerating pace of evolution
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The way that compound interest accumulates is the most familiar example of an exponen-
tial series. If we invest $100 dollars at 5% or 10% interest, after one year it becomes $105 or
$110, after 10 years we have $163 or $259, and after 100 years, the $100 has accumulated to
$13,150 or $1,378,061!  These are examples of a divergent series; the numbers get bigger and
bigger by a factor of 1.05 or 1.1, in these cases.

This rapid rate of exponential growth leads to a major difficulty that we have in under-
standing the root causes of our rapidly changing world. As the physicist Albert A. Bartlett has
said, “The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand the expo-
nential function.”64 We have some sense of what 100 years is like or even 1000, measured from
our own life-span of three-score years and ten, as the Psalmist put it.65 But what is a billion
years in our experience or a quintillion years? Our lack of understanding of large numbers is
well illustrated by a story that is said to have originated from the invention of chess.

According to an old tale, the Grand Vizier Sissa Ben Dahir was granted a boon for having invented
chess for the Indian King, Shirham. Since this game is played on a board with 64 squares, Sissa
addressed the king: ‘Majesty, give me a grain of wheat to place on the first square, and two grains of
wheat to place on the second square, and four grains of wheat to place on the third square, and eight
grains of wheat to place on the fourth square, and so, Oh King, let me cover each of the 64 squares on
the board.’ ‘And is that all you wish, Sissa, you fool?’ exclaimed the astonished King. ‘Oh, Sire,’ Sissa
replied, ‘I have asked for more wheat than you have in your entire kingdom, nay, for more wheat than
there is in the whole world, verily, for enough to cover the whole surface of the earth to a depth of the
twentieth part of a cubit.’66

The reason for this is that the number of grains of wheat on the nth square is 2n-1. And 1
+ 2 + 4 + ... + 263 is 264 - 1, equal to 18,446,744,073,709,551,615, about 18 quintillion. This is
one less than the theoretical storage capacity of a 64-bit processor, such as the Intel Core i3
processor, used in Apple’s iMac, and the x86-64 processors introduced by Intel and AMD in
2003. These theoretically support 16 exabytes, or 4 billion gigabytes, of main memory, far, far
greater than can be physically implemented today. (The Intel iMac I am using to write this
book has just 16 gigabytes, and the maximum that Apple currently offers on its Mac Pro, used
mainly by graphics artists, is 64 gigabytes, 236, only sixteen times more than the maximum of
a 32-bit processor.) The number 264 also appears in another story from antiquity:

In the great temple at Benares, beneath the dome which marks the centre of the world, rests a brass
plate in which are fixed three diamond needles, each a cubit high and as thick as the body of a bee. On
one of these needles, at the creation, God placed sixty-four discs of pure gold, the largest disc resting on
the brass plate and the others getting smaller and smaller up to the top one. This is the tower of
Brahma. Day and night unceasingly, the priests transfer the discs from one diamond needle to another,
according to fixed and immutable laws of Brahma, which require that the priest on duty must not move
more than one disc at a time and that he must place this disc on a needle so that there is no smaller disc
below it. When the sixty-four discs shall have been thus transferred from the needle on which, at the
creation, God placed them, to one of the other needles, tower, temple, and Brahmans alike will
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crumble into dust, and with a thunderclap, the world will vanish.67 
Now it turns out that the number of transfers that the priests would need to make is again

264 - 1. If the priests were to make one transfer every second, and work 24 hours a day for
every day of the year, it would take them 584,542,046,091 years to perform this feat, 11 orders
of magnitude or about 40 times longer than the time since the most recent big bang. And if
we measure time in yoctoseconds or septillionths of a second, (10-24), the shortest unit of tem-
poral measure that I am aware of, the most recent big bang happened about 4*1041 yoctosec-
onds ago, just yesterday in the cosmic scale of things.

Yet 41 orders of magnitude are really quite minuscule. As far as I am aware, the largest
number that has been given a name is the googolplex, which is 10googol. A googol, in turn, is
10100. Edward Kasner tells us in Mathematics and the Imagination that these names were cre-
ated by his nine-year-old nephew, who was asked to think up a name for a very big number.68

As some know, Google, the popular Web search engine, is named after this latter number,
and its headquarters is called, naturally enough, Googolplex.

But we can create some even bigger finite numbers quite easily. For instance, we can raise
a googolplex to the power of a googolplex three times, like this, a number that is quite beyond
our imagination:

Yet even raising a googolplex to the power of a googolplex googolplex times is tiny com-
pared with infinity, which has some very strange characteristics. As we saw on page 235 in
Chapter 3, ‘Unifying Opposites’, Georg Cantor proved that there is not just one infinite car-
dinal, but an infinite number of them. And as we saw on page 272 in Chapter 4, ‘Transcend-
ing the Categories’, the notion of eternity or infinite time actually exists in the Eternal Now,
in the vertical dimension of time.

Be that as it may, as for practical purposes we live in the horizontal dimension of time, we
need to look at how evolution has unfolded during the past few billion years. If we look at
evolutionary history, backwards in time, we can see a similar divergent series to the ones we
have been looking at. The time periods between the major turning points get longer and long-
er as we look backwards. But if we look forwards in time, towards the present moment, the
time periods between the major turning points get shorter and shorter; the exponential series
becomes convergent; the numbers in the series get smaller and smaller. This is a simple ex-
ample:

googolplexgoogolplex
googolplexgoogolplex
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In this case, the numbers in the series get smaller by a factor of 0.5 or ½. Now in the case
of convergent series, the total sum of the series is not infinity; it is a finite number, in this case
2. In general, the sum of a series where we divide each term by n is:

So if n is 3, the sum of the series is 1.5, if n is 11, the sum is 1.1, and if n is 1.111111 (1.1
recurring), the sum is 10. In this last case, we multiply each term by 1/1.111111, which is 0.9.

The banks use this last number to create money as debt. In the old days, governments cre-
ated nearly all the money in circulation in the form of coins and paper out of nothing. The
profit on this process is called seigniorage,69 from Latin senior, ‘older, elder’. But then the
banks discovered that they could also create money out of nothing by lending money that
they do not have, as we look at in Chapter 11, ‘The Evolution of the Mind’. They cannot do
this without limit. The amount they can lend is limited by the required reserve ratio. Let us
say that this is 9:1. Then a deposit of $1,111.11 can generate a loan of $10,000. If this loan
is used to buy something, a used car, let us say, then the seller of the car can then deposit this
$10,000 in her bank. Of this, the bank can use $1,000 as a deposit on which it can lend a
further $9,000. This process can continue indefinitely. In theory, the initial deposit of
$1,111.11 can generate loans up to $100,000 based on accumulated deposits of just
$11,111.11.70 It is therefore not surprising that the whole world is in debt to the banks. Some
97% of the money in circulation is money as debt, an inherently unstable situation, as we
look at in Chapter 12, ‘The Crisis of the Mind’

The growth curve
To see where evolution could carry humanity in the years to come, we need to look more
closely at the rate of growth of evolutionary processes. These do not progress at a steady rate,
as the simple exponential function might imply. Evolution progresses in fits and starts, in a
process called ‘punctuated equilibria’ by Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould.45 There are
long periods of virtual standstill (equilibrium), punctuated by episodes of very fast develop-
ment of new forms.

However, they were not the first biologists to notice this fundamental characteristic of the
growth of form. In his monumental work, On Growth and Form, first published in 1917 and
expanded in 1948, D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson devoted the longest chapter in the book
(208 pages) to the mathematical study of ‘The Rate of Growth’, particularly of organisms and
populations, processes that can reasonably easily be quantitatively measured.46

The phenomenon of punctuated equilibria is not just a biological phenomenon. We can
also see it in the noosphere, in the history of human learning. Nearly everything we have
learned about ourselves and the world we live in has taken place during two short axial peri-
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ods, between 600 and 300 BCE and from the sixteenth century to the present day,47 which we
explore in Section ‘First axial period’ in Chapter 11, ‘The Evolution of the Mind’ on page
818 and Section ‘Second Axial Period’ on page 883.

In mathematics, the sigmoidal (S) shape of the growth curve is called the logistic or logis-
tics curve (from the Greek logistikos ‘skilled in calculating’), with this formula:

This equation, graphically illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.5, has apparently been used in population
studies of humans and other animals and in eco-
nomics to study the growth of product sales.48 So
this curve does not just apply to biological evolu-
tion; it is equally applicable in other fields, most par-
ticularly noological evolution, which we call human
learning. However, I have not seen any examples of
values for the parameters a, b, and c in practice.

But we do not need any mathematics to under-
stand the key characteristics of this curve. We can
regard the S-shape of the growth curve more as a
‘tool of thought’ than a precise mathematical tool, as
the biologist, C. H. Waddington, did to some ex-
tent.49 As we are particularly interested in where human learning is taking us all as a species,
let us use this example of a growth process.

As we can see from the learning curve, illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.6, learning falls into three distinct phases. In the first
phase, growth is very slow and apparently non-existent un-
til at point B there is a sharp turn that can be most unex-
pected. This can be simply illustrated with a child learning
to ride a bicycle. Characteristically, the child will take some
time when little progress seems to be made and she could
fall off the bicycle. Then eventually she will manage to co-
ordinate the skills of balancing, steering, and pedalling,
and suddenly she is away. Learning can then develop very
rapidly as the child develops her skills so that she can go
farther and faster. It is not long before she cries, “Look
Dad, no hands!”
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 Figure 6.6: Learning curve
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We can call point B the co-ordination point of the learning curve, when all the various
elements of a structure have grown sufficiently to become integrated as a coherent whole.
However, there is a limit to growth, either because of the technology of the cycle or because
the child grows tired and learning tails off.

A similar situation exists in the world of athletics. When women were first allowed to com-
pete in events that had previously been barred to them, their performances fell far short of the
men’s. But in the last couple of decades of the twentieth century, we saw the gap close con-
siderably, even when the athletes did not take performance-enhancing drugs. Nevertheless,
there is a limit to how long world records can continue to be broken. Olympic athletes are
competing at the very top of the growth curve, when improvements are of the order of hun-
dredths of a second or a centimetre or two. We cannot envisage a sprinter running the hun-
dred metres in five seconds or a high jumper clearing four metres.

Product sales have similar growth characteristics. Once a new product catches on it be-
comes in fashion and more and more people go out and buy one. But this cannot go on for-
ever. Eventually, the market becomes saturated, and product sales settle down or even fall.
Another example is population growth. When a particular habitat can no longer support the
growth of the population of a group of animals, the animal population reaches a maximum,
which is what is happening to the human population right now, as we see in Figure 13.13 on
page 1054 in Chapter 13, ‘The Prospects for Humanity’.

We can call point C, when the rate of growth
reaches a limit, the saturation point. We can also see
the way that growth processes have a limit in the
magnetic hysterisis loop, illustrated in Figure 6.7.
In this example, a bar of iron, for instance, is placed
in a coil of wire carrying an alternating electric cur-
rent. Under the influence of the magnetic field so
induced, the atomic magnets in the material first
align in one direction then another. The saturation
point is reached when they are all aligned in one di-
rection; no further change is possible.

 Figure 6.7: Magnetic hysteresis loop
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A major problem with the learning curve is that few recog-
nize its vital turning points. There is a tendency to extrap-
olate the curve so that when on AB, the assumption is that
growth will develop slowly. “I’ll never manage this” is a fa-
miliar cry. And when growth is very fast, people often
think that it will continue indefinitely. These fallacious ex-
trapolations are shown in Figure 6.8.
Even when people know the delusions that can arise from
a limited understanding of one particular growth curve, for
a particular technology or product, for instance, there is
such a belief that technological growth can drive economic
growth indefinitely that people have faith that another
technology will come along to replace one that is reaching

its limit.
This situation has often happened in the past. For instance, our mode of transport has

been getting faster and faster since the beginning of the industrial revolution, when we no
longer relied on just animal power to move around the Earth, whether our own power or that
of horses and other animals.

This situation is well illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.9, which shows how a growth curve can
be depicted as an envelope of a set of growth
curves (the Eisenbahn is a railway line in Ger-
many as far as I have been able to ascertain).50

However, this process does not continue indef-
initely. On 24th October 2003, Concorde
made its last commercial flight accompanied by
eloquent outpourings from the journalists.
This is a clear indication of the slowing down of
technological growth.

The singularity in time
However, everyone does not understand that technological development cannot drive eco-
nomic growth indefinitely. In particular, some computer scientists still believe that humans
are mere machines and that therefore it is inevitable that computers will develop artificial in-
telligence, far exceeding human intelligence.

And when this happens, we shall have a singularity in evolutionary history, a term coined
by Victor Vinge in a NASA paper in 1993 called ‘The Technological Singularity’. As he said
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 Figure 6.8: False extrapolations of 
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 Figure 6.9: Envelope of growth curves
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in his Abstract, “Within thirty years, we will have the technological means to create superhu-
man intelligence [in machines]. Shortly after, the human era will be ended.” Continuing,
Vinge said,

From the human point of view this change will be a throwing away of all the previous rules, perhaps in
the blink of an eye, an exponential runaway beyond any hope of control. Developments that before
were thought might only happen in ‘a million years’ (if ever) will likely happen in the next century. …
I think it’s fair to call this event a singularity (‘the Singularity’ for the purposes of this paper). It is a
point where our old models must be discarded and a new reality rules. As we move closer to this point,
it will loom vaster and vaster over human affairs till the notion becomes a commonplace. Yet when it
finally happens it may still be a great surprise and a greater unknown.51

Ray Kurzweil, author of The Singularity is Near, is another who believes in this technolog-
ical singularity in time, saying, “By 2019, a $1,000 computer will match the processing power
of the human brain.”52 He seems to believe that artificial intelligence is a function of the cal-
culating capacity of computers—an inevitable consequence of the exponential nature of
growth processes. In terms of computer hardware, this is known as ‘Moore’s Law’ after Gor-
don E. Moore, the co-founder of Intel, the chip manufacturer, published a paper in 1965 in-
dicating that computers would double in power every two years.53 However, Moore is well
aware of the limits of evolutionary growth. As he told a meeting of the world’s top chip de-
signers and engineers on 10th February 2003, “No exponential is forever.” Irrationally, he
then went on to say, “Your job is to delay forever.”54

Another who sees computers taking over world is Hans Moravec, who foresees an Age of
Robots, which he calls our ‘mind children’. For instance, in Mind Children, Moravec thinks
that computers are the members of a new species, described by such words as posthuman, post-
biological, or even supernatural. As he says, “It is a world in which the human race has been
swept away by the tide of cultural change, usurped by its own artificial progeny.”55 And in
Robot he says, “The fourth robot generation, and its successors, will have human perceptual
and motor abilities and superior reasoning powers. They could replace us in every essential
task and, in principle, operate our society increasingly well without us. … Intelligent ma-
chines, which will grow from us, learn our skills, and initially share our goals and values, will
be the children of our minds.”56

Yes, a new species is emerging today, but it will be a mystical one, not a technological one,
free of our mechanistic conditioning,

One possible danger that Rees foresees is not going to happen. He says, “A superintelligent
machine could be the last invention that humans need ever make.”57
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Calendars of the world
We need to look at how we have developed a sense of time over the years. As mystics, we know
that time is an illusion, that only the Eternal Now is real. But as human beings, living our
daily lives, time feels very real to us. Our prehistoric ancestors began to form a sense of time
from three cyclic phenomena in their experience: the daily cycle of night and day, the phases
of the moon, and annual cycle of the four seasons, in temperate zones of the Earth, at least.
These experiences have given us our basic units of time measurement: day, month, and year,
which all have Proto-Indo-European (PIE) etymological origins.

Day, with its Germanic relatives, comes from a prehistoric Germanic *dagaz, which prob-
ably comes from the PIE base *dhegh-, meaning ‘time when the sun is hot’. Dawn is also de-
rived from day. Month has evolved from the PIE base *menes-, which meant both ‘moon’ and
‘month’. It seems that in some cultures women’s menstrual (from the same root) periods were
synchronized with the cycles of the moon, a phenomenon that continues to this day, as a
search of the Internet reveals.71 Going deeper into the archæology of language, these words
probably derive from the PIE base *me-, which is the source of English measure and metre.
Year similarly has a PIE base: *jer-, with the sense of ‘go’, giving the sense of time proceeding.

With the dawn of history, the various cultures created calendars of years, months, and days
of the week, this last time measure recognizing that human beings cannot work continuously;
we need to take a break from our labours on a regular basis. These are rather complicated
measurement systems, which do not fit neatly into a metric system or any other regular pat-
tern, like miles, furlongs, chains, yards, feet, and inches.

Today, the most widely used calendar in the world is the Gregorian calendar, which arose
from a decree by Pope Gregory XIII on 24th February 1582.72 The Gregorian calendar was
introduced to resolve an anomaly of the Julian calendar, on which it was based. The Julian
calendar, introduced by Julius Caesar in 46 BCE, has a year of 365.25 days slightly longer than
the actual length of the year.73 In turn, the Julian calendar was based on an ancient Roman
calendar, which may have been based on one of the Greek lunar calendars.74

Years in the Gregorian calendar are numbered from the traditional birth year of Jesus of
Nazareth, called Anno Domini (AD), ‘in the year of our Lord’. Years before year 1 in this cal-
endar (curiously there is no year 0), are labelled Before Christ (BC). In recent years, there has
been a trend to free the calendar from it religious associations, calling AD and BC Common
Era (CE) and Before Common Era (BCE), respectively. However, this is not without contro-
versy because the term common era can be used in other cultures.75

The Gregorian/Christian calendar is one of a number whose origin coincides with the time
of the founder of one of the great religions in the world. For instance, the origin of the Bud-
dhist calendar is 543-545 BCE in Gregorian terms.76 The Islamic calendar dates from 622 CE,
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not from Mohammad’s birth in 570 CE, but from the Hijra, meaning ‘withdrawal’, when Mo-
hammad and his follows emigrated from Mecca, where they were being persecuted, to Medi-
na.77

The dawn of recorded history, about four or five thousand years ago, corresponds to the
beginning of some calendars and marks a significant date in some others. For instance, the
Chinese calendar began in 2637 BCE or 2697 BCE, marking the time of Huang Di or Yellow
Emperor, the legendary father of the Chinese people.78 The start of the Jewish calendar is 3761
BCE,79 which corresponds to the supposed creation of the universe, as described in the book
of Genesis.

In the seventeenth century, James Ussher, Anglican Archbishop of Armagh in Ireland, and
John Lightfoot, vice-chancellor of the University of Cambridge, made independent calcula-
tions of the date of the Creation based on a study of the Old Testament. There is some con-
fusion about the course of events because Andrew Dickson White misquoted John Lightfoot
in his 700-page treatise History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom, pub-
lished in 1896. White wrote:

The general conclusion arrived at by an overwhelming majority of the most competent students of the
biblical accounts was that the date of the creation was, in round numbers, four thousand years before
our era; and in the seventeenth century, in his great work, Dr. John Lightfoot, Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Cambridge, and one of the most eminent Hebrew scholars of his time, declared, as the
result of his most profound and exhaustive study of the Scriptures, that “heaven and earth, centre and
circumference, were created all together, in the same instant, and clouds full of water,” and that “this
work took place and man was created by the Trinity on October 23, 4004 B.C., at nine o’clock in the
clock in the morning.”80

Actually, Lightfoot did not mention a date in the work that White is quoting; he added
this himself. According to Wikipedia, it was Ussher who about 1650 “deduced that the first
day of Creation began at nightfall preceding Sunday October 23, 4004 BC in the proleptic
Julian calendar, near the autumnal equinox”. Between 1642 and 1644, “Lightfoot similarly de-
duced that Creation began at nightfall near the autumnal equinox, but in the year 3929 BC.”
And nine o’clock in the morning refers to the creation of man, not the Earth, which, for
Lightfoot was nightfall.81

The Hindu calendar
In a similar fashion, the Hindu calendar has a significant date around the dawn of history.
The Kali-Yuga, the period that we are in now, which is 432,000 years long, began in 3102
BCE.82 However, this is just a short period of time in the calendar as a whole. The Mahab-
harata, one of the two major epics of ancient India, which includes the Bhagavad Gita, de-
scribes a far more expansive view of time than the limited view that scholars in the West had
in the middle of the scientific revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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The periods in the ancient Hindu calendar represent the cyclic changes that society as a
whole goes through over time, within the time-cycle of the creation and destruction of the
Universe, denoted by the life span of Brahma, the god of creation. The basic unit of these
cycles is the mahayuga, consisting of four yugas of diminishing time periods, measured in di-
vine years, each of which is 360 human years, although some writers refer to the four cycles
collectively as a yuga.83 Table 6.4 shows these time periods, which diminish in arithmetic pro-
gression.

Shambhala’s Encyclopedia of Eastern Philosophy and Religion gives this description of these
yugas:

Krita is the ideal or golden age, in which neither hate nor envy, care, nor fear exist. There is only one
God, one Veda, one law, and one ritual. The castes have varying tasks, and each fulfills its duty selflessly.
The performance of sacrifices begins in the Treta-Yuga, when righteousness declines by one quarter.
The sacrifices necessitate rites and ceremonies. The actions of human beings are marked by
intentionality; people expect rewards in exchange for their rituals and offerings, and the sense of duty
declines. In the Dvarpara-Yuga, righteousness is reduced by half. There are now four Vedas, which are
studied by only the few. Ritual is predominant; only few abide by the truth. Desire and diseases surface,
and injustice grows. In the Kali-Yuga, righteousness has declined to one quarter of its original
substance. Spiritual efforts slacken off, knowledge is forgotten, evil dominates. Disease, fatigue, anger,
hunger, fear, and despair gain ground; humanity has no goal.
When the degeneracy of a Kali-Yuga comes to an end, a new mahayuga begins with a gold-

en age. In all, there are a thousand mahayugas in the day of the life of Brahma, where day is
not ‘twenty-four’ hours, but is daylight, in contrast to night. So a day and a night in the life
of Brahma is 8,640,000,000 years, about twice the age of the Earth and half the time since
the last big bang, much shorter than it would take the monks in the temple at Benares to
move the 64 discs in the tower of Brahma from one needle to another, moving them one sec-
ond at a time.

The cycle of 1000 yugas or mahayugas is called a kalpa, a Sanskrit word meaning ‘world
cycle’ or ‘world age’, lasting 4,320,000,000 years. In Buddhism, kalpa is a “term for an end-
lessly long period of time, which is the basis of Buddhist time reckoning. The length of a
kalpa is illustrated by the following simile: suppose every hundred years a piece of silk is

Name Characteristic Years Divine years
Krita- or Satya-Yuga Golden age 1,728,000 4,800
Treta-Yuga Sacrifices begin 1,296,000 3,600
Dvarpara-Yuga Spiritual decline 864,000 2,400
Kali-Yuga War, fear, and despair 432,000 1,200
Mahayuga 4,320,000 12,000

 Table 6.4: The four Mahayuga Yugas
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rubbed once on a solid rock one cubic mile in size; when the rock is worn away by this, one
kalpa will still not have passed away.”84

In the Hindu attempts to capture the vastness of time before the discoveries of modern
mathematics, Brahma is deemed to live 100 Brahma-years, to denote the creation and death
of the universe, each Brahma-year consisting of 360 Brahma-days and nights or 720 kalpas.
So in the Hindu calendar, the life and death cycle of the Universe is 311 trillion years, or 14
orders of magnitude, still quote small.

It is important not to take the Hindu (and Buddhist) sense of time too literally. Neverthe-
less, it does show that even about 2,600 to 2,800 years ago, when the Mahabharata was re-
putedly written,85 its writers had a sense that human society was degenerating, as the egoic
mind began to take people further and further away from the Divine. Furthermore, these sag-
es seemed to have had a far clearer vision of the vastness of time than their Western counter-
parts. It is only in the last century that we in the West have begun to develop a similar sense
of time as the result of much scientific research.

But Hindu cosmology goes even further. It consists of a world-view of time and the time-
less that is very similar to the Unified Relationships Theory, as this passage from the Bhagavad
Gita tells us:

Those that know the cosmic laws know that the Day of Brahma ends after a thousand yugas and the
Night of Brahma ends after a thousand yugas. When the day of Brahma dawns, forms are brought forth
from the Unmanifest; when the night of Brahma comes, these forms merge into the formless again.
This multitude of beings is created and destroyed again and again in the succeeding days of Brahma.
But beyond this formless state there is another unmanifested reality, which is eternal and is not
destroyed when the cosmos is destroyed. Those who realize life’s supreme goal know that I am
unmanifested and unchanging. Having come home to me, they never return to separate existence.86

The Mayan calendar
One other calendar that has both cyclic features and a vast view of time is the Mayan calendar.
However, it differs from all calendars that I am aware of in that its key feature is exponential,
enabling us to use the calendar to map major turning points in evolutionary history. We can
then move from there into systems theory, providing an exponential timeline for the whole
of evolution, as we view it here from Earth.

Actually, there were three Mayan calendars: the Long Count (the cosmic calendar), the
Tzolkin (the sacred calendar), and the Haab (the civil calendar).87 It is the first of these that
is most useful in our evolutionary studies. The reason why this calendar is so useful is that it
is vigesimal; it is based on 20, in contrast to our decimal counting system, based on 10, and
the binary system in computers. Interestingly, the Mayans created a number of time periods
that increased going backwards in time by a factor of 20, with one exception. A uinal (also
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spelled vinal and winal) is 20 kins or days and a tun is 18 uinals or 360 kins. This one exception
to the vigesimal system is probably because the tun then becomes quite close to the length of
a solar year. A katun is 20 tuns, 19.7 years because a tun is slightly shorter than a year. Table
6.5, taken from Carl Johan Calleman’s The Theory of Everything, shows the names that the
Mayans gave to ever-increasing periods of time.88

However, they did not measure time in exactly these units. They saw each period of time
repeating itself in thirteen cycles, perhaps because there were thirteen gods in the Mayan pan-
theon. The last column in Table 6.5 shows the number of years since the beginning of each
major cycle. The thirteen baktun cycles of 5,125 years, shown in bold, is called the Great Cy-
cle, or Long Count, which we shall come back to in a moment.

But first we need to be aware that the cycle of thirteen hablatuns, the longest cycle that
they gave a name to, is not the Mayans’ view of the time since Creation. A stele, shown in the
diagram on the previous page, has been found in Coba in Northern Yucatan Peninsula that
places the creation date at 13*2021 tuns ago, 14 orders of magnitude greater than the length of
the hablatun series of cycles.89

This is 27,262,976,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 tuns, about 27 octillion years (27 fol-
lowed by 27 zeroes). This is a pretty big number, double the order of magnitude of the Hin-
du’s view of the time since the Creation, but still tiny compared to the infinity of infinite
cardinals that Georg Cantor discovered, described on page 235 in Chapter 3, ‘Unifying Op-
posites’. 

Now, as the time periods looking backwards in time get longer and longer, looking for-
wards, they get shorter and shorter. They form an exponential series where each term dimin-
ishes by 20. Using the formula on page 534, the limit of this series is 1.052631579:

Period Factor Units Years Cycles
uinal 20 kins
tun 18 uinals 13
katun 20 tuns 20 256
baktun 20 katans 394 5,125
piktun 20 baktuns 7,885 102,507
kalabtun 20 piktuns 157,704 2,050,146
kinchiltun 20 kalabtuns 3,154,071 41,002,929
alautun 20 kinchiltuns 63,081,429 820,058,580
hablatun 20 alautuns 1,261,628,585 16,401,171,606

 Table 6.5: Cycles in Mayan calendar

1 1
20
------ 1

400
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8000
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160000
------------------ …+ + + + +
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Let us suppose then that the 16,401,171,606 years of the hablatun cycle is the sum of this
series multiplied by some factor. The first term in the series would then be 15,581,113,026, the
length of the period from the beginning of the hablatun cycle to the beginning of the alautun
cycle. So we can reverse Table 6.5 to show these periods decreasing in length. But as
16,401,171,606 years is actually 5,990,400,000,000 days, we can more accurately perform the
calculations in days, with 5,690,880,000,000 as the starting point, as in Table 6.6:

Table 6.6 shows that by the 11th term, the time between periods is less than one day; in
just 13 terms, the series has decreased from 5 trillion days to 2 minutes. There is no need to
add any more terms, because the accumulative total in days has been reached. Furthermore,
the series is not very sensitive to the starting number. It could be 10 or 20 billion years, and
the series would still converge after eleven terms. Neither is the series affected by the fact that
the tun in 18 uinals, not 20. These are insignificant details.

Now, the estimate of time since the physical universe was created has varied between 12
and 16 billion years during the past few decades, with 14 billion being most often quoted. This
is reasonably close to the length of the cycle of thirteen hablatuns: about 16 billion years. As
the beginning of the hablatun cycle roughly corresponds to the most recent big bang, can we
find any other correlations between the beginning of the other cycles and significant points
in evolutionary history? Well, this is exactly what Carl Johan Calleman of Dalarna University
in Sweden has done. Table 6.7 is taken from his book The Theory of Everything, slightly mod-
ified:90

The central question now is when will the Mayan calendar come to an end in terms of the
Gregorian calendar? Well, the difficulty of solving this correlation problem is that the high

Cycle # in series Days between periods Accumulative days Accumulative years
hablatun 1 5,690,880,000,000
alautun 2 284,544,000,000 5,975,424,000,000 16,360,168,677
kinchiltun 3 14,227,200,000 5,989,651,200,000 16,399,121,460
kalabtun 4 711,360,000 5,990,362,560,000 16,401,069,099
piktun 5 35,568,000 5,990,398,128,000 16,401,166,481
baktun 6 1,778,400 5,990,399,906,400 16,401,171,350
katun 7 88,920 5,990,399,995,320 16,401,171,593
tun 8 4,446 5,990,399,999,766 16,401,171,605
(uinal) 9 222.3 5,990,399,999,988 16,401,171,606
(kin) 10 11.115 5,990,399,999,999 16,401,171,606

11 0.55575 5,990,400,000,000 16,401,171,606
12 0.0277875 5,990,400,000,000 16,401,171,606
13 0.001389375 5,990,400,000,000 16,401,171,606

 Table 6.6: Finite limit of sum of exponential series of lengths of Mayan cycles
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point of the Mayan civilization was between 200 and 900 CE, long before the Spaniards land-
ed in Mesoamerica. And by that time, the Long Count had ceased to be used. Nevertheless,
Mayan scholars have made some reasonable estimates of the first and last days of the Long
Count, denoted as 0.0.0.0.0 and 12.19.19.17.19, 12 baktuns, 19 katuns, 19 tuns, 17 uinals, and
19 kins. The day after this will not be the beginning of a fourteenth baktun cycle, as some
believe, but the first day after the end of the Mayan calendar, which actually has a finite limit.

Rather than matching the Mayan calendar directly to the Gregorian calendar, Mayan
scholars use Julian day numbers, which astronomers use to make predictions such as solar and
lunar eclipses. Astronomers regard the zero point of their numbering system to be 12:00 UT
on Monday 1st January 4713 BCE in the proleptic Julian calendar (proleptic means that it is
applied to cases from before it was invented), or 24th November 4714 BCE in the proleptic
Gregorian calendar. This is taken as the beginning of recorded history. Using this way of
measuring time, Saturday, 1st January 2000 had a Julian day number of 2,451,545, which we
can call the correlation coefficient when matching the Mayan calendar to the Gregorian cal-
endar.

So which correlation coefficient marks the beginning of the Long Count of 5,125 years or
1,872,000 days? Well, after many years of considering information from varied fields such as
astronomy, ethnography, archæology, and iconography, J. Eric S. Thompson found a corre-
lation coefficient of 584,283, which is now known as the Goodman-Martinez-Thompson
(GMT) correlation.91 This gives the first and last days of the Long Count as Monday 11th
August 3114 BCE and Thursday 20th December 2012, respectively. The next day, the winter
solstice, is the first day after the end of the calendar, when a New Age is supposed to begin.
However, Floyd Lounsbury, supported by Linda Schele, David Freidel, and a number of oth-
ers, is promoting 584,285 as the correlation coefficient, giving 23rd December 2012 as the first
day after the end of the calendar.92 I don’t know the reasons for this.

Cycle Formula
Years from

‘today’
Initiating phenomenon

Modern dating 
in years

hablatun 13 * 207 tun 16,401,171,606 First matter, “Big Bang” 14–16 billion
alautun 13 * 206 tun 820,058,580 First animals 850 million
kinchiltun 13 * 205 tun 41,002,929 First monkeys 40 million
kalabtun 13 * 204 tun 2,050,146 First tool-makers (Homo) 2 million
piktun 13 * 203 tun 102,507 First object-makers (Homo) 100,000
baktun 13 * 202 tun 5,125 First construction-makers (Homo) 5,100
katun 13 * 201 tun 256 First machine-makers (Homo) 242
tun 13 * 200 tun 13 ? ?
(uinal) 13 * 18 kin 1 ? ?

 Table 6.7: Mapping of cycles in Mayan calendar to major evolutionary turning points
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Carl Johan Calleman has argued for another correlation coefficient. He has several reasons,
the most important is that the tzolkin cycle of 260 days in the Tzolkin calendar is not syn-
chronized with the Long Count. As there are exactly 7,200 tzolkins in the Long Count, it
should be possible to synchronize the Long Count with the Tzolkin calendar. However, the
first day of the Long Count is generally regarded to be 4 Ahau, the 160th day in the Tzolkin,
and the last day is 3 Cauac. Whereas, the first and last days in the Tzolkin calendar are 1 Imix
and 13 Ahau.

As the Long Count cycle begins at 0 and the tzolkin at 1, we either need to go forwards 101
days or backwards 159 days, plus a multiple of 260 to synchronize the two calendars. In fact,
Carl Johan has chosen to go back 419 days (159 + 260), regarding 11th August 3114 BCE as the
first day of the Long Count, which is 1 Imix in the Tzolkin calendar. The last day in the Long
Count is then 28th October 2011.93 But why not choose 14th July 2012 or 31st March 2013 as
the last day of the Long Count? Both these dates are closer to 20th December 2012 than Carl
Johan’s proposed date.94, 95

What this means is that in Carl Johan’s model, he is using the GMT correlation coefficient
of 584,283 to map the Gregorian calendar to the Tzolkin calendar still used in the highlands
of Guatemala.119 But he is effectively using a correlation coefficient of 583,864 to map the
Gregorian calendar to the Long Count, which then becomes synchronized with the Tzolkin
calendar. He has done this despite the fact that the Tzolkin date on the Creation stele on
page 547 is given as 4 Ahau. So it seems that the Mayans themselves did not synchronize the
Long Count and Tzolkin calendars. Curious.

Timewave zero
Let us now look at another way of showing how all evolutionary processes in the Universe are
leading to a singularity of time, a model that I discovered in an essay that Peter Russell wrote
in 2007.96 In 1971, 24-year-old Terence McKenna and his 20-year-old brother Dennis trav-
elled to Amazonian Columbia to study ethnobotany, the way that various plants are used by
shamans to induce psychedelic transformations in consciousness, psychedelic deriving from
Greek psychē ‘soul, mind’ and dēlos ‘clear, visible’, from PIE base *dyeu- ‘to shine’, also root
of divine, deity, and jovial.

The McKennas were drawn to the Amazon because they had read a report that said, “sha-
mans, under the influence of potent monoamine oxidase-inhibiting, harmine- and
tryptamine-containing Banisteriopsis infusions, are said to produce a fluorescent violet sub-
stance by means of which they accomplish their magic.” Dennis, in particular, who was later
to receive a doctorate in psychopharmacology, speculated that such substances could trans-
form genetic archetypes through changes in the waveform hologrammatic configuration of
ESR (electron spin resonance). Such a macro-molecule “would be a superconductive holo-
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graphic information storage system, containing all genetically and experientially coded infor-
mation within its waveform pattern. It would respond to thought, which would be an
interference pattern set up by resonating tryptamine-RNA complexes.”

To test his hypothesis, on 4th March 1971, at a tiny mission settlement at La Chorrera,
Dennis and Terence embarked on an experiment, which turned out to be life-changing. They
ingested some mushrooms (Stropharia cubensis), whose major psychoactive constituent is psil-
ocybin, and drank a beverage of ayahuasca, from the leafy, woody plant Banisteriopsis caapi
containing harmine and tryptamine.97 The effect was mind-shattering, which you can read
about in Terence’s book True Hallucinations, from 1993, and the brothers’ book The Invisible
Landscape, first published in 1975, but republished in 1994 with more mathematical informa-
tion about the singularity in time that was revealed to Terence, in particular.

In essence, it seems that Terence, who Jay Stevens describes as a ‘quicksilver poet-philos-
opher’, almost immediately opened up to the entire Cosmos, seeing time as a series of hierar-
chical timewaves, resonating with each other within greater and lesser timespans, somewhat
like fractals, with their property of self-similarity. Within a month of this life-changing expe-
rience, as he returned to Berkeley, Terence came “to realize that the internal logic of the time-
waves strongly implied a termination of normal time and an end to ordinary history”.98 In
other words, he could see a rapidly approaching singularity in time, just like 

But how could Terence make sense of this vision? He and Dennis had been educated in
the USA, within the delusional worldview of Western civilization. However, they were also
well aware of the great movement towards a fundamental paradigm shift in science, one that
embraces Eastern mysticism and ancient wisdom, going far further than the scientific revolu-
tion of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Following this emerging zeitgeist, Terence
turned to I Ching ‘Book of Changes’ in which to describe his vision, outlined in Subsection
‘Chinese axial figures’ in Chapter 11, ‘The Evolution of the Mind’ on page 821.

It was the sense of wholeness in the Chinese system of divination that drew Terence Mc-
Kenna to I Ching in which to express his psychedelic vision. As he said, “The I Ching is a
mathematical divinatory tool of great age whose probable origin is the mountainous heart of
Asia—the home of classical shamanism and Taoist magic”. So as “divination is the especial
prerogative of the shaman, whatever the cultural context … the unconscious contents which
our experiment made accessible were constellated around the I Ching because it is particularly
concerned with the dynamic relationships and transformations that archetypes undergo.”99

But what sequence of hexagrams should McKenna use for his fractal view of time, termi-
nating at a singularity? As there are 64 different hexagrams, there are 64! different ways of ar-
ranging them in a sequence, which is 1.27 × 1089:
126,886,932,185,884,164,103,433,389,335,161,480,802,865,516,174,545,192,198,801,894,375,214,704,230,400,000,000,000,000
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 Perhaps the most obvious way of ordering the hexagrams in this digital age is from 0 to
63 (000000 to 111111 in binary notation), 0 being yang, the unbroken line. This is the se-
quence that Shao Yung studied in the eleventh century, during the Sung (Song) dynasty.
Shao Yung is regarded as the founder of the idealistic school,100 focused much more on icon-
ographic and cosmological concepts than on traditional literalistic and moralistic concepts,
followed by his contemporaries,101 depicted as a square and circle in Figure 11.12 on
page 823 in Chapter 11, ‘The Evolution of the Mind’. It was this sequence, laid out in an
8 x 8 table, that Leibniz studied, establishing amazing parallelisms between Eastern and West-
ern thought.102

However, this arrangement overlooks the reciprocal nature of the hexagrams, which can
be arranged in pairs in two ways: (1) in complementary pairs, like ䷺ and ䷶ and (2) in in-
verted pairs, like ䷺ and ䷻. In the first of these, all six lines change in every pair, whereas in
this example of inverted pairs, only two lines change. There is thus greater variety in the sec-
ond arrangement and therefore more information. However, this arrangement does not work
in eight cases, when the hexagram is palindromic, the same when inverted, like ䷝, when its
complement is used: ䷜. Nevertheless, there are still 232 × 32! possible arrangements of these
inverted pairs, or 1.13 × 1045, about one quadrillion cubed, a quattuordecillion:

1,130,138,339,199,322,632,554,990,773,529,330,319,360,000,000
So around 1000 BCE, when the I Ching came into wide use, the Chinese had many arrange-

ments of the pairs to choose from. The oldest of these is known as the King Wen sequence,
listed in Table 6.8, also the series of transitions that Richard Wilhelm presented in his trans-
lation of I Ching. But why this sequence? What is special about it? How could this particular
sequence of universal categories or archetypes shed light on one’s fate? Well, McKenna dis-
covered three interesting properties:

1. There are no transitions with a value 5.
2. A transition value of 1 is only used when the alternative would violate rule 1.
3. There is a ratio of three to one in the even and odd transitions.103

Nevertheless, McKenna discovered that these properties are
very far from random. He generated 1.2 million random invert-
ed pairs on a computer and found that only 805 had these three
properties, 0.07%, or 1 in 1,769 Wen-like sequences. So he was
quite content to use the King Wen sequence of transitions for
his studies into novelty theory in fractal time, listed in Table 6.9
of first-order differences.104

McKenna also noticed that not only are there 64 hexagrams in
the I Ching, there are also 384 (6 × 64) lines. Now, according to

6 2 4 4 4 3 2 4
2 4 6 2 2 4 2 2
6 3 4 3 2 2 2 3
4 2 6 2 6 3 2 3
4 4 4 2 4 6 4 3
2 4 2 3 4 3 2 3
4 4 4 1 6 2 2 3
4 3 2 1 6 3 6 3

 Table 6.9: First-order differences
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Joseph Needham, from an examination of oracle bones dating to the thirteenth century BCE,
the Chinese knew that the length of a lunation is 29.53 days, compared to 29.530588, as is
known today. So the ancients knew that thirteen of these lunations are 383.89 days
(13 × 29.53), a pretty accurate correspondence on which to base a calendar.105

Knowing the Chinese love of cycles, hierarchies, and resonances, McKenna then surmised
that what can be done with the yao (lines) could also be done with the entire set of yao. So he
hypothesized a set of resonances based on 384 × 64 days, 384 × 64 × 64 days, and so on. Not
only this, he saw time in shorter and shorter durations as well as longer and longer ones. So
using 6 days as the base, he found 26 levels and durations of temporal hierarchy of the form
6 × 64k days, where k ranges from 7 to -18 or of the order of 1018 to 10–27 when measured in
seconds. In physical temporal terms, these range from five times longer than the time since
the most recent big bang to the range of Planck’s constant.106
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 Table 6.8: The King Wen arrangement of the sixty-four I Ching hexagrams
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With these premises, McKenna now needed to express his resonating novelty theory in
mathematical terms. In essence, he saw time “as the ebb and flow of two opposed qualities;
novelty and habit, or density of connectedness versus disorder”. So even though he believed
in the absolute truth of the second law of thermodynamics, he saw that in localized areas en-
tropy could decrease through concrescence ‘growing together’, a recent instance being the ap-
pearance of language.107
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However, it was not until 1986 that McKenna began working with Peter
Meyer to develop software that could translate the former’s mathematical in-
tuitions into C and thus define the core algorithm in Timewave theory. So,
even though McKenna had other programming assistants, listed in full in
Meyer’s documentation, it was not until then that McKenna’s rather obscure
vision of resonant timewaves could be expressed in a fractal function.108

Nevertheless, the first step is quite simple. McKenna drew a graph of the 64
hexagrammatic transitions or first-order differences in Table 6.9, shown in-
Figure 6.10 in red. He then rotated this graph 180° and cycled it by one posi-
tion, so that three lines matched at the ends, shown in green. He called these
three levels of closure, marked in black, the key to calculating his way of view-
ing a singularity in time.

As McKenna considered that trigrams and hexagrams should be treated in
exactly the same way as lines, he next expanded this pair of waves, shown on
the left. He called this the ‘eschaton’, from Greek eskhatos ‘last’, also the root
of eschatology. However, he defined eschaton as ‘a universal and fractal morpho-
genetic field’, a quantized wave-particle of time.109 The eschaton is formed by
linearly arranging six versions of the basic wave, two versions of the wave ex-
panded three times, representing trigrams, and one version expanded six times,
representing the hexagram as whole.

He next found the differences between the distances and slopes of each of
the three pairs of waves, the slopes being the second order of differences be-
tween the transitions, which could be either positive or negative depending on
the direction of the skew. The documentation on Peter Meyer’s C program
that performs these calculations doesn’t make the underlying semantics crystal
clear. So I’ve written a Python program to illustrate what is a rather inelegant
algorithm, available on request.

Sometime before Meyer’s program became available, Matthew Watkins
discovered McKenna’s transformation of the hexagrammatic transitions and
developed a single formula for what he called a ‘piecewise linear function’,
which he described as worryingly arbitrary and mathematically clumsy, lacking
a sound foundation. He was particularly critical of the sign reversal in the first

 Figure 6.10: I Ching first-order and inverted differences 
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32 slope differences, known as the ‘mysterious half twist’, which he said invalidated the entire
enterprise.110

However, we need to remember that McKenna was not trying to prove anything mathe-
matically, following Euclid’s linear method of proof, based on assumed axioms. Rather, he
was expressing in mathematical terms the harmony of the Universe that had been revealed to
him during his psychedelic trip, rather like the way that Mozart composed symphonies.
Timewave Zero is a divine revelation, just as this essay is.

All the differences in the distances and slopes between the wave function and its inverse
are then totalled to produce 384 data points for the timewave fractal transform, listed in Table
6.10:

Now this list of 384 data points is both finite and discrete. So to turn it into an infinite
continuous function, Meyer created a linear interpolation of these 384 values, repeated to in-
finity. The algorithm is given here as a Python expression, because it is clearer that way, ds
being short for dataSet.

v(x) = ds[int(x)%384] + (x - int(x)) * (ds[int(x+1)%384] - ds[int(x)%384])
Now came the master-stroke. Meyer was able to express McKenna’s vision of resonant,

harmonic time terminating at the end of time in a fractal transform of the function v(x).111

He first generated a general function, showing that it exists provided that two conditions are
met:

1. v(x) is finite for all x.
2. v(x) is zero for all x less than a finite number.

0 0 0 2 7 4 3 2 6 8 13 5 26 25 24 15 13 16 14 19 17 24 20 25
63 60 56 55 47 53 36 38 39 43 39 35 22 24 22 21 29 30 27 26 26 21 23 19
57 62 61 55 57 57 35 50 40 29 28 26 50 51 52 61 60 60 42 42 43 43 42 41
45 41 46 23 35 34 21 21 19 51 40 49 29 29 31 40 36 33 29 26 30 16 18 14
66 64 64 56 53 57 49 51 47 44 46 47 56 51 53 25 37 30 31 28 30 36 35 32
28 32 27 32 34 35 52 49 48 51 51 53 40 43 42 26 30 28 55 41 53 52 51 47
61 64 65 39 41 41 22 21 23 43 41 38 24 22 24 14 17 19 52 50 47 42 40 42
26 27 27 34 38 33 44 44 42 41 40 37 33 31 26 44 34 38 46 44 44 36 37 34
36 36 36 38 43 38 27 26 30 32 37 29 50 49 48 29 37 36 10 19 17 24 20 25
53 52 50 53 57 55 34 44 45 13 9 5 34 26 32 31 41 42 31 32 30 21 19 23
43 36 31 47 45 43 47 62 52 41 36 38 46 47 40 43 42 42 36 38 43 53 52 53
47 49 48 47 41 44 15 11 19 51 40 49 23 23 25 34 30 27 7 4 4 32 22 32
68 70 66 68 79 71 43 45 41 38 40 41 24 25 23 35 33 38 43 50 48 18 17 26
34 38 33 38 40 41 34 31 30 33 33 35 28 23 22 26 30 26 75 77 71 62 63 63
37 40 41 49 47 51 32 37 33 49 47 44 32 38 28 38 39 37 22 20 17 44 50 40
32 33 33 40 44 39 32 32 40 39 34 41 33 33 32 32 38 36 22 20 20 12 13 10

 Table 6.10: 384 data points for timewave fractal algorithm
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The interpolated data points generated from the I Ching hexagrammatic King Wen tran-
sitions fit these conditions. So Meyer was able to define a specific fractal transform for Time-
wave Zero:

Meyer proved that this infinite series sums to a finite limit. The first condition is needed
for zero and positive values of i. This series terminates like the formula on page 534, where
a = 79, the maximum of the generated data set, and r = 64. For negative values of i, the second
condition ensures that there are just a finite number of finite terms to be summed, for when
i is absolutely greater than some finite number, the term is zero. Also f(x) = 0 when x = 0, de-
noting maximum novelty at zero time. f(x) also has the desired resonant properties because
Meyer also proved this simple relationship:

This was key. For instance, Figure 6.11 shows a plot of f(x) for the six days before the zero
date, amazingly generated using a 1990s DOS program under Mac OS X,112 the days corre-
sponding to lines in the I Ching hexagrams:

This wave is exactly the same as for 384 days (6 × 64), for 67 years (6 × 64 × 64), for 4306
years (6 × 64 × 64 × 64), and so on. The timewave does not need to end at the zero date.
To illustrate the fractal nature of the fractal transform, we can zoom into just a part of the
wave, like in a Mandelbrot set. For instance, the timewave in Figure 6.12 covers forty-eight
hours from 18:00 on 18th December 2012 to 18:00 on 20th December 2012. It similarly covers

f x( ) v x 64i⋅( )

64i
----------------------

i ∞–=

∞

∑=

f x 64j⋅( ) 64j f x( )⋅=

 Figure 6.11: Fractal time, six days before timewave zero
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128 days from 14th July to 19th November 2012, days starting at 6:00 in the morning, and
8,192 days from 8th December 1984 to 14th May 2007.

With Meyer’s Fractal Time software, McKenna was able to study many periods of time,
noting resonances in historical events between periods differing in length by a factor of 64.
Such mappings are similar to Carl Johan Calleman’s mappings to the Mayan calendar on
page 547, using a factor of 20. It was these mappings that led McKenna to 2012 as the singu-
larity in time that his vision foretold. At first, he thought that November 2012 provided the
best mapping to historical events.113 But then he discovered the projected end of the Mayan
Great Count and so was happy to jump onto this bandwagon.

However, from what I have seen of the correlations between the timewave function and
historical events, these are subject to much interpretation and debate. There is even much de-
bate about McKenna’s original vision for generating the data points, from which Royce Kel-
ley and Leon Taylor developed the original algorithm in the early 1970s. For apparently, this
algorithm did not exactly match McKenna’s psychedelic vision. Then there is the Watkins
algorithm, without the ‘half-twist’. The mathematician John Sheliak has developed yet a third
algorithm, quite different from the other two.114 Furthermore, the equally ancient Huang Ti
sequence of the hexagrams has a closure of 9, compared with 3 in the King Wen sequence,
generating quite different timewaves.115

So, rather than exploring the historical resonances that McKenna studied further, it is far
more relevant to note that at his singularity in time, novelty and concrescence are zero. This
might seem strange, but it is easier to plot increasing novelty diminishing on a graph. There
is a facility in the Fractal Time software to show novelty tending towards infinity, more mean-
ingful, but not so easy to display on a finite computer display.

 Figure 6.12: Fractal time for two days
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So what does it mean to say that novelty is now reaching its evolutionary maximum? Well,
this essentially means that there are no longer any inhibitors to creativity, no paradigms or
dogmatic religious, scientific, or economic worldviews preventing evolution flowing with its
full power. In the next section, we look at what this means in systems theory terms. For this
is like turning a tap full on so that it flows profusely at evolution’s accumulation point, the
most momentous event in fourteen billion years of evolution. Furthermore, as concrescence
also reaches a maximum at this point, all the divergent streams of evolution, which have led
to our fragmented minds and schizoid society, converge in Wholeness at the beginning and
end of time in the Eternal Now.

A systems perspective
However, as you may have noticed, there is one highly significant evolutionary turning point
missing from this model: the emergence of self-reproducing forms of life about 3.6 billion
years ago. This is what Nick Hoggard, a student at Holma College of Holistic Studies in
southern Sweden noticed when Carl Johan gave a talk there in the late 1990s. To fit the ‘origin
of life’ on this planet into the model, Nick spotted that  is 4.472. So if this could be used
as the factor of the exponential series, rather than 20, then not only could the beginnings of
life, as science understands it today, be accommodated in the model, but many other inter-
mediate points could also be inserted.

In 2000, Nick drafted a book on his radically new evolutionary theory called SuperEvolu-
tion, which fitted very closely to the comprehensive theory of evolution I had been working
on for the previous twenty years.120 Table 6.11 contains some information from his book.

The terms marked in bold correspond to entries in Table 6.7 that Carl Johan Calleman
drew up based on the Mayan calendar. Nick pointed out that each of the transitions in his
table created a new, faster way of generating evolutionary solutions, building on what had
gone before, not replacing the old ways. It is interesting to note that the midpoint in his table
marks the emergence of the first humans on this planet. Also, many of the turning points in
Nick’s table mark a technological leap of some sort; they are more concerned with external
evolution than inner development of the individual and the species.

The exceptions are 7, 8, and 9, the first two completing the biological period of evolution
that began at the first turning point in the series. Nick wonders about point 9. Well, for me,
this is the most important turning point in the whole of evolution. For this was about when
we human beings acquired self-reflective Intelligence, the ability to look inwards to our divine
Source, as well as outwards. It was this development that gave rise in many cultures to the
myths of gods and goddesses with divine powers, as Barry Long explains.121 But these ances-
tors were really like babies in adult bodies, as yet having no conceptual understanding of what

20
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was happening to them. It has taken some 25,000 years of turbulent development for us to
understand what is happening to us all.

# Event Description
Best known 
date

0 Big Bang The universe is created and matter starts to evolve into ever 
more complex forms. This eventually results in the organic 
molecules, which are needed for life to appear.

13-16 billion 
years ago

1 Emergence of life Organic molecules join together in self-contained entities, 
which are able to replicate and mutate.

3.5-3.8 bil-
lion years ago

2 Sexual reproduction Two organisms are able to combine their genes to produce 
new, novel organisms. This substantially increases the rate of 
biological evolution.

1,000 million 
years ago

3 Passing on learned 
behaviour (mam-
mals)

Animals start to care for their young. This gives them an op-
portunity for them to pass on useful experience to the next 
generation. This turns out to be a faster way of evolving behav-
iour than waiting for behaviour to evolve purely genetically.

200 million 
years ago

4 Use of tools 
(primates & 
monkeys)

Using tools allows animals to spontaneously extend their bod-
ies. They no longer have to wait for body extensions to evolve 
biologically.

38-65 mil-
lion years ago

5 Making tools (great 
apes)

Animals cease to be limited to the tools they can find lying 
around. They can actually design them.

10 million 
years ago

6 Making tools 
with tools 
(Homo habilis)

In a simple but crucial change, animals begin to use their tools 
to make other tools. The first man, Homo habilis, appears.

2-2.5 million 
years ago

7 Homo sapiens The appearance of the first of our species gives evidence that 
yet another major evolutionary change has occurred.

400,000-
450,000 years 
ago

8 Homo sapiens 
sapiens

Modern man arrives on the scene, coinciding with the appear-
ance of art—a sign that imagination has evolved to a new level.

100,000 years 
ago

9 Unknown event The theory predicts a transition which has not been identified, 
but which perhaps explains the appearance of agriculture.

25,000 years 
ago

10 First civilization Diversification of skills means that man moves on to new 
heights of creativity, technology, and culture.

6,000 years 
ago

11 First technological 
revolution

A wave of mechanization gathers pace across Europe and even-
tually the world.

500-800 AD

12 Industrial 
revolution

A combination of factors triggers the industrialization of soci-
ety, revolutionizing daily life.

1733

13 Invention of com-
puter

The universal machine is invented, and technological develop-
ment moves from hardware to software.

1946-1948

14 Cyberspace 
(World Wide Web)

The invention of cyberspace connects people in an interactive 
environment free from the limitations of physical distance.

1991

 Table 6.11: Interpolated mapping of diminishing exponential series to major evolutionary turning points
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Nick estimated that this series would converge around 2002. Being curious, I have done
my own calculation, given in Table 6.12.

It might seem surprising to put the introduction of the World Wide Web on the same
chart as the emergence of self-reproducing forms of life on Earth. But as the periods of time
between each major turning point decrease, the events they mark decrease in significance in
the cosmic scale of things. Nevertheless, these events mark significant turning points for those
living at these momentous times. Figure 6.13 shows a graph of Table 6.12 at a logarithmic
scale:

The first 11 points are based on a best estimate of when the various major turning points
took place. The factors between them are calculated in this way:

You can see that the factor between the periods varies quite a lot, but the points neverthe-
less are quite close to a straight line in the logarithmic graph above. Furthermore, the average

# Event Date Years ago Factor
0 Most recent big bang 14,000,000,000
1 Self-reproducing forms of life 3,600,000,000
2 Sexual reproduction 1,000,000,000 4.00
3 Nurture (mammals) 200,000,000 3.25
4 Use of tools (primates) 40,000,000 5.00
5 Making tools (great apes) 10,000,000 5.33
6 Making tools with tools 2,200,000 3.85
7 Homo sapiens 500,000 4.59
8 Homo sapiens sapiens 100,000 4.25
9 Reflective intelligence 25,000 5.33

10 The Fall 6,000 3.95
11 First technological revolution 1,300 4.04
12 Industrial revolution 1733 4.57
13 Invention of computer 21st June 1948 4.76
14 Introduction of WWW 6th August 1991 5.01
15 8th May 2003 4.67
16 21st November 2003 4.67
17 2nd January 2004 4.67
18 11th January 2004 4.67
19 13th January 2004 4.67
20 13th January 2004 4.67

 Table 6.12: A calculation of evolution’s finite accumulation point

f n 2–( ) f n 1–( )–
f n 1–( ) f n( )–
-------------------------------------------
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is 4.37, not far from 4.472. However, we know the dates of the last three points with reason-
able accuracy. Well, the date of the beginning of the industrial revolution varies quite a lot.
Carl Johan used 1769, when James Watts invented the steam engine. For myself, I have used
Nick’s date of 1733, although if I remember rightly, Arnold Toynbee,122 the uncle of the au-
thor of A Study of History, with the same name, used 1760. 

I have taken 21st June 1948 as the invention of the computer, for this is when engineers at
Manchester University switched on the first stored-program computer called ‘Small-Scale Ex-
perimental Machine’,123 although the EDSAC was the first practical stored-program comput-
er, which ran its first program on 6th May 1949 at Cambridge University.124

These were the most significant events in the whole history of technology, for programs
were stored in the computer’s memory for the first time, rather than externally. We had thus
built a machine that enhances our mental abilities; in contrast to the many tools we have cre-
ated over the years to extend our rather limited physical abilities, such as the wheel, the steam
engine, the telephone, and the aeroplane. And we know that Tim Berners-Lee launched his
first web site at CERN on 6th August 1991.125

Using a factor of 4.669, for reasons that I will shortly explain, I then calculated when this
series would converge. Of course, 13th January 2004, a revision of the date I gave in my book
The Paragonian Manifesto, is one of spurious accuracy. But this series is not very sensitive to
either the starting point or the exponential factor. I have done some sensitivity tests with 13,
14, and 15 billion years as the starting point, and with evolutionary factors ranging from 4.4
to 4.7. In all cases, the 21st term was less than a day.

This convergent point of around 2004 does not quite match the end of the Long Count
in the Mayan calendar. However, in the cosmic view of evolution, which I am endeavouring
to describe here, these differences are not significant. What is significant, however, is that we

 Figure 6.13: Major evolutionary turning points
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are clearly living at the most momentous time in evolutionary history, as this book is endeav-
ouring to explain.

When Nick Hoggard began his evolutionary studies, he looked for a scientific explanation
for the patterns he was observing. To do this, he first noticed that 4.472 is reasonably close to
4.669, the Feigenbaum constant in complexity theory.126 And 4.6692 is 21.8, quite close to
the factor of 20 in the Mayan calendar. So he set out to study the history of evolution in terms
of systems theory, described in his unpublished book SuperEvolution.

He is not alone in this endeavour. For instance, in The Phenomenon of Science, the Russian
Valentin Turchin explored the history of evolution in terms of cybernetics.127 And the biol-
ogist Elisabet Sahtouris is well known for presenting evolutionary processes in terms of con-
ventional systems theory.128 However, Nick has made a major contribution to our growing
understanding of evolutionary processes. Here is a brief summary of his findings.

Like many others, Nick turned to systems theory because evolutionary processes can be
seen as examples of autopoiesis or self-organization, which sadly does not recognize the exist-
ence of Life arising directly from our divine Source. A self-organizing system is one in which
order arises out of chaos, giving rise to systems of ever-increasing complexity, which Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin called the law of complexity-consciousness, the greater the complexity,
the greater the consciousness.129

But paradoxically, underlying all this complexity are patterns of great simplicity. One of
these patterns is that systems do not develop steadily; they pass through sudden leaps in levels
of complexity. Leaps in complexity in self-organizing systems are known as bifurcations, di-
visions into two forks or branches. Such bifurcations have been studied by a physicist called
Mitchell Feigenbaum at the Los Alamos Laboratory in 1975. He noticed that these bifurca-
tions occur faster and faster diminishing by a factor of 4.6692016090, now known as the Fei-
genbaum number, which can be calculated to any level of precision, like π and e. The
Feigenbaum number is thus a fundamental constant of nature.

A simple example of bifurcation is a dripping tap. When it is first turned on, the drips are
equally spaced: drip-drip-drip. But as more water flows, the drips form pairs, with a larger
distance between the pairs than within the pairs: drip-drip--drip-drip--drip-drip. This is the
first bifurcation. Then, as the tap is opened up, the number of different distances between the
drops doubles: drip-drip--drip-drip---drip-drip--drip-drip----drip-drip--drip-drip. At each
bifurcation, the number of different distances doubles each time, as illustrated in Figure 6.14
from Nick’s book:

As Figure 6.14 indicates, the bifurcations get closer and closer together at each point, the
bifurcations decreasing by a factor that gets closer and closer to the Feigenbaum number. (Ac-
tually, Nick drew this diagram with a factor that is close to 2 because if he had used 4.6992,
the bifurcations would have got too close together too fast.) Now this series has the same form
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as the other exponential series we have looked at, with each term diminishing by 4.6692 at
each point:

And like the other series, it has a finite limit, even though there are an infinite number of
terms. The limit is 1.272538854. What does this mean in terms of the dripping tap? Well, when
the finite limit is reached, the tap stops dripping; the water flows continuously. In complexity
theory, this limit is known as the accumulation point.

Now what Nick noticed in his evolutionary calculations, which are slightly different from
mine, is that the time periods between the evolutionary turning points get closer and closer
to the Feigenbaum number. And, as I have indicated, this series reached a finite limit around
2004. We can therefore say that all the accumulating evolutionary processes of the past four-
teen billion years or so have reached the evolutionary accumulation point. There are no long-
er any major turning points that can be discerned. Evolution is now flowing continuously,
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like a tap that is turned full on, the most fundamental change in the whole history of evolu-
tion. Evolution is becoming fully conscious of itself as it changes from a predominantly di-
vergent mode to a convergence of everything.

Seven simultaneous turning points
As evolution passes through the most momentous turning point in its history, this is giving
rise to seven major turning points, all of which are taking place simultaneously in human his-
tory. So what Peter Russell calls our ‘next evolutionary leap’ is likely to be a very big jump
indeed.130 To provide some structure for these changes, here is a brief summary of these dif-
ferent levels.

At the broadest level, we can distinguish, with Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, just four major
stages in evolution during the fourteen billion years since the most recent big bang: physical,
biological, mental or noetic, and spiritual. As I described on page 523, the first three of these
stages happened some 14 billion, 3.5 billion, and 5,000 years ago. Despite the secularization
of Western civilization, there is now considerable evidence that we are now entering the es-
chatological spiritual stage of evolution, when all the organized religions that have dominated
human societies during the mental epoch will disappear.

Teilhard himself saw evolution as a rise of consciousness, which is brought about through
the effect of union. He therefore prophesied that all the diverse streams of some fourteen bil-
lion years of evolution will one day converge or coalesce in a megasynthesis, “a gigantic psy-
chobiological operation”.131 This synthesis of everything will usher in an eschatological epoch
of superconsciousness and superintelligence according to his law of complexity-conscious-
ness: the greater the complexity, the greater the consciousness. However, Teilhard did not see
that this megasynthesis would first happen in us as individuals. Rather, he prophesied that
this ultimate convergence would happen to us all in the collective. As he said:

The way out for the world, the gates of the future, the entry into the superhuman, will not open ahead
to some privileged few, or to a single people, elect among all peoples. They will yield only to the thrust
of all together in the direction where all can rejoin and complete one another in a spiritual renewal of
the Earth.132

He then went on to say, “The human being can have no hope of an evolutionary future
except in association with all the rest.”133 This convergent evolutionary process will then take
us beyond the collective, into the impersonal, leading to the Omega Point of evolution at the
end of time. All the religions in the world would then have disappeared except Christianity,
which “alone, absolutely alone, on the modern Earth shows itself capable of synthesizing the
whole and the person in a single vital act”.134 As Sarah Appleton-Weber tells us, for Teilhard
Alpha and Omega “refer to both the beginning and end of space-time and to the universal
Christ”.135 However, Teilhard, writing at the end of the 1930s, did not see these momentous
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evolutionary events happening in the immediate future. As he said, “despite an almost explo-
sive acceleration of noogenesis at our level, we cannot hope to see the Earth transformed be-
fore our eyes in the space of a generation.”136

Secondly, an increasing number of people today are noticing that a New Humanity is
emerging,137 with characteristics that are so different from early forms of human that we can
say that a new species is emerging. The Homo genus, from the Latin homo, ‘human being,
man’, is about 2.5 million years old, with Homo habilis, ‘handy man’ or ‘skilful person’ living
in East Africa from approximately 2.5 million to 1.8 million years ago at the beginning of the
geological Pleistocene epoch, meaning ‘most new’, from the Greek, pleistos ‘most’, and kainos
‘new’.138

Since then, fossils of several species of Homo have been found, such as Homo erectus, ‘Up-
right Human, living about 2 to 1 million years ago in Africa, Europe, and Asia,139 and Homo
neanderthalensis, ‘Neanderthal Human’, living in Europe and parts of western Asia from
350,000 to 24,000 years ago.140 Neanderthal means ‘Neander Valley’, named after German
theologian Joachim Neander. There is some doubt whether either of these species was our
direct ancestor.

Homo sapiens, ‘Wise Human’, emerged in Africa about 200 to 250 thousand years ago.141

I am not sure why there is a subspecies of Homo sapiens sapiens unless it is to distinguish it
from Homo sapiens idaltu ‘elderly wise man’, discovered in 1997 in Ethiopia.142 The difficulty
with these classifications is that they have been made by biologists, and so do not recognize
the two major turning points in human evolution so far. The first was the emergence of self-
reflective Intelligence about 25,000 years ago, as evidenced by cave drawings of that time,
such as this drawing from Lascaux in south-west France, dating from about 15,000 to 17,000
years ago.143

Then between 4,000 and 5,000 years ago, the egoic mind reached its full power, giving
rise to written language, recorded history, and the patriarchal age, during which women in
nearly all cultures have been treated as second-class citizens. We really need to give names to
these quite distinctive changes in human behaviour. Perhaps they could be considered as sub-
species of Homo sapiens, which we can now see is a misnomer. For the most part, we are very
far from being wise humans.

Be that as it may, Barbara Marx Hubbard, founder of the Foundation for Conscious
Evolution144 and the Evolutionary Edge,145 has suggested these names for our emerging spe-
cies in a letter recently published in the What is Enlightenment? magazine: Homo universalis,
Homo noeticus, Homo spiritus, and Homo sapiens sapiens sapiens.146 Another possible name for
our emerging species is Homo divinus, in recognition of the fact that it was not only Jesus of
Nazareth who was both human and divine; all of us are divine human beings. So another term
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we could use is Homo divinus universalis, a name that encapsulates the complete unification
of mysticism and reason, key characteristics of the emerging species.

Thirdly, we can look at the phylogeny of human consciousness from about 25,000 years
ago in three stages, which we can call innocent, mental, and spiritual, explored in much more
detail in Part III, ‘Our Evolutionary Story’. During the first phase, our ancestors were like
innocent, young children, from the Latin nocentem, present participle of nocere, ‘to hurt, in-
jure’. So someone who is innocent is literally ‘harmless’. It seems that this innocent matrifocal
or matriarchal age was comparatively peaceful, in contrast to the conflict-ridden mental ep-
och.

Ken Wilber has further characterized the three stages of human development as subcon-
scious or prepersonal, self-conscious or personal, and superconscious or transpersonal,147

which we can also call matrifocal, patriarchal, and androgynous. However, he is at pains to
point out that just because the prepersonal and transpersonal have some characteristics in
common, we should not conflate them in what he calls the ‘pre-trans fallacy’.148 We are not
going back into a golden age, but forward into an androgynous Age of Light. To emphasize
this point, I generally say that today we are in the transition between the selfish, patriarchal,
mental-egoic epoch (me-epoch) and a healthy, cooperative epoch of universal spirituality (us-
epoch).

Fourly, in A Study of History, Arnold Toynbee distinguished some twenty civilizations that
have emerged, flourished, and died during the patriarchal epoch. Using the fundamental

 Figure 6.15: Cave drawing from Lascaux
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principle of pattern recognition that forms the basis for IRL, he saw that civilizations go
through various stages, the most important of which are creative growth, a time of troubles,
and a universal state, when the creative energies that brought the civilization into being be-
come ossified. Figure 6.16 shows a timeline of these civilizations:149

Toynbee summarized the reason for the death of civilizations in this way, which quite
clearly applies to Western civilization today:

The nature of the breakdowns of civilizations can be summed up in three points: a failure of creative
power in the minority [the leaders who brought the civilization into being], an answering withdrawal of
mimesis [imitation] on the part of the majority, and a consequent loss of social unity in the society as a
whole.150

In The Turning Point, Fritjof Capra depicted the rise and fall of some of these civilizations
around the Mediterranean, reproduced as Figure 6.17151 The important point to note is that
all, with the exception of Western civilization, have a bell shape, although it is clearly prema-
ture to indicate that the Islamic civilization is dying. This is because, by the Principle of Uni-
ty, evolution must be balanced by a period of decay.
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 Figure 6.16: Timeline of major civilizations
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Today, the two dominant civilizations in the world, Christocentric Western civilization
and the Islamic, have both lost the creative power that brought them into existence. So they
must both die so that the Age of Light, a society soundly based on Love and Peace, Life and
Freedom, Wholeness and the Truth, and Consciousness and Intelligence, can emerge. Fig-
ure 6.18, an extension of one in Fritjof Capra’s The Turning Point, illustrates this death and
rebirth of civilization as we know it today.152

Fifthly, as our self-reflective Intelligence emerges with its full power once again, as the frag-
mented mind becomes translucent in Wholeness, we are moving from an either-or way of
thinking and living to a both-and approach, able to see both sides of every situation. As Part
I of this book on Integral Relational Logic described, a nondualistic, both-and system of
thought is emerging that is radically different from the either-or principles of logic laid down
by Aristotle some 2,350 years ago.

Sixthly, there is a revolution in science taking place today that is even more far-reaching
than the Copernican revolution completed by Isaac Newton in 1687 with his Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy. In 1986, Willis Harman, then president of the Institute of
Noetic Sciences, described this vision in these words, “Most educated people in this country
[the USA] would think it pretty preposterous to suggest that the change that is taking place
is at as deep a level as the change that took place during the Scientific Revolution, because
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 Figure 6.17: Birth and death of major civilizations around the Mediterranean
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that would imply, of course, that the near future—the early part of the next century—would
be as different from present times as present times are from the Middle Ages.”153

The current President of IONS, Marilyn Schlitz, is following in his footsteps, saying, in a
One-Minute-Shift video on the Web:

When Copernicus proved that the Earth revolves around the Sun, he literally changed the world as
we knew it. Darwin and Einstein did the same in their day. What if we are now going through the next
scientific revolution, one every bit as profound? For centuries, science and religion have been at odds.
Science has focused on the physical, denying the reality of what most religions believe. However,
today’s science is showing that some spiritual insights are actually scientific truths; that psychic abilities
may be real; that we are all fundamentally interconnected; and that we all have innate abilities to heal
and transform ourselves. Science and technology without wisdom can endanger life as we know it. But
when we marry the best of science with the best of our wisdom traditions, humanity will have the
capacity to create a more just, compassionate, and sustainable future.154

But it is important to note here that the scientific revolution being introduced by the Uni-
fied Relationships Theory is not a paradigm in any of the senses that Thomas Kuhn used.
Scientific materialism and mechanism of the last three or four hundred years are dying, being
replaced by a gnostic, vital science that recognizes that ineffable, nondual Consciousness, not
the physical universe, is the primary reality. We are thus returning Home to Wholeness, rec-
ognizing that the entire world of form, including this book, is just an illusion, called maya in
the East.

Seventhly, the materialistic economies of capitalism and communism, which threatened
to blow us all up during the second half of the twentieth century, are inherently unstable and
are causing severe psychological and ecological damage. If today’s children are to have any
chance of growing old enough to have children of their own, the global economy needs to
die, giving way to a life-enhancing, ecologically sustainable Sharing Economy, sometimes
called a gift economy,155 in which we shall all be empowered to reach our highest potential
as human beings.

We look at all these transformations in more detail in Chapter 13, ‘The Prospects for Hu-
manity’ on page 1027.
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 Figure 6.18: Crossover of civilizations


